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Hospital Audit Approved
Although the hospital and con-
valescent division had $458,691 net
operating margin at the end of the
fiscal•year compared to $240,956 last
year, Richardson called the figures
"misleading" because the hospital will
be paying over $265,000 bond interest
this year. The hospital also has 8200,000
in a special self insurance trustee
agreement.
Hospital Construction
An extension of Murray Calloway
County Hospital may be ready by July,
hospital administrator Stuart Poston
told board members Thursday night.
"Progress (on Hospitarconstruction)
is moving satisfactorily. They put a
roof on the building last week.. We have
more plasterers ..on the job now,"
Poston said.
Workers are installing elevators,
plumbers are working and the general
contractor has started work on a cross
walk on the Medical Arts Building. "It's
moving along pretty well. By the end of
next week, most of the exterior will be
up," Poston said.
The hospital administrator ,said 16
practicing physicians have agreed to
locate in the building. "Possibly,
depending on the pharmacy income,
the buildirig could be close to break
even at the end of the first year,"
Poston predicted.
On Poston's recommendation,
hospital board members gave the
administrator the go-ahead Thueaday
night to purchase and "ultra-sound"-
diagnostic tool that uses sound instead
of X-rays. Cost (I the tool is estimated
at $5,000. The hospital will also be
purchasing two special microscopes for
an opthamologist, and ear, nose and
throat specialist locating in the
building. Cost of that equipment is
estimated at $38,000.
Crouch Construction Company, the
low bidder of two construction com-
panies, is expected to culvert a Meek
near the hospital with the aid of federal
Comprehensive Employment Training
Act CETA I employees -wiao work
through the county. Cost of the work,
according to Poston is estimated about
$125,000.
In other hospital board action
Thursday night:
—The hospital is expected to execute
a contract with a firm called Paul Scott
and Associates, who for an estimated
$15,000, will provide a package
anesthesia operation for the hospital.  
—The hospital will soora begin an
employee service awards program to
recognize employees who have worked
for the hospital a number of years.
—A Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals will be
evaluating the hospital in June.
—Hospital board members voted to
"roll back" intensive care rates by V
as a token of good faith to the com-
munity. Murray Mayor Melvin Henley
said the roll back will put the local
hospital rates in line with rates among
•hospitals in Paducah.
Postage May Drop For Some
WASHINGTON (AP; — The cost of
mailing a letter is expected to rise from
13 cents to 15 cents in several weeks,
but it's possible the rate eventually
could go back to 13 cents for in-
Fashion Show Set dividuals.
WATER BALLOON DAMAGE — A Calloway County School System bus _ s - The Postal -Service hoWdlif gover-
windshield shattered from ilia 'kaput of a balloon filled with water is -nori, meeting today, Was avected to
shown from the interior of the bus. The hilloon tilled with water was approve the 15-cent rate recommended
thrown into the windshield of the bus Thursday afternoon, injuring the bus Vast week by the Postal Rate 'Corn-
driver, Wanda Willoughby, and a student, Ronnie Allbritten. Calloway mission for Fast-class mail. The gover-
County Sheriff's Department has two juvenile suspects in connection with nors also were setting a date for the
the incident rate hike, expected to be about the end
of the month.Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
But Incident
1T-6-Wing Today
Two juvenile suspects are expected to
appear before Calloway County District
Judge Sid Easley today in connection
with a water balloon throwing incident
after 3 p.m. Thursday afternoon.
A balloon filled with water was
thrown from a passing car into the
windshield of a school bus Thursday
afternoon injuring the driver, Wanda
Willoughby and a student riding the
bus, Ronnie Allbritten.
Both the driver and the student were
treated for cuts at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and released, a
sheriff's department spolesman said
today.
The spokesman said the incident
occured on KY 94 on the third bridge
east of the city. The bus was loaded
with students, and the driver wheeled
the bus off the road without incident,
the spokesman said.
4t..=10
PLANNING FOR CHARITY BAll—Charity Ball committee members
discuss plans for the upcoming event with Russ Brethauer, director of the
Comprehensiye°care center. left to right are Patsy Oakley, breakfast chair-
man; Rainey Apperson, publicity chairman; and Lynn Houston, decorations
chairman. Photo By fennle IL Gordon
The balloon shattered a half moon
hole in the upper portion of the wind-
shield, spraying glass on the driver and
the student sitting on a front seat.
Both Juveniles questioned in con-
nection with the incident are students at
Calloway County High, the spokesman
said.
Calloway County School System
officials loaded students onto another
bus and transported them home.
Calloway County School Tran-
sportation Superintendent Charlie
Lassiter today estimated the cost of the
windshield at over $150.
Lassiter commended the bus driver
for maneuvering the bus off the high-
way safely."It could have been a very
bad thing," Lassiter said.
Lassiter said the bus was loaded with
Calloway County High students bound
for East Elementary.
Planning Continues
For Charity Ball June 3
"The Charity Ball has always been a
fun event in Murray, and this year's
k Hall promises more of the same," a
• --voiles:man Raid,. Those -pianninx to
attend on Saturday, June 3, should





and Convalescent Division was a $9.4-
million operation last year, according
to an audit of that facility's operations.
The hospital, in the midst of an ex-
pansion and building program, also had.
0.7-million construction in progress
prior to March 31 of this year.
Murray-Galloway County Hospital
Board okayed a fiscal year-end audit of
hospital finances in a Thursday night
session. In addition the board let a final
series of construction contracts on the
Medical Arts Building and agreed to
buy almost $45,000 worth of equipment
to go in that building..
The hospital audit, presented to the
board by Bethel Richardson of
Richardson & Trevathan in Murray,
shows the hospital and convalescent
division with $9,464,583 total assets at
the end of March, 1978. That compares
to $8,800,166 at the end of the hospital's
fiscal year in 1977.
On the liabilities side, the hospital
had $345,324 in notes payable in the end -
of th fiscal year
According to the audit, the hospital
and convalescent division collected
$5,407,299.. net revenue from service to
patients by the end of the fiscal year.
That compares to $4,655,759 last year.
Atlaccit library -
"Easy Living" will be the theme for
the upcoming fashion show luncheon at
the Calloway County Public Library on
Tuesday, May 23, from 12:00 to 1:00
p.m.
Fashiohs will be-shown from the
following stores for pole, the tennis
court, the golf course, the lake, gar-
dening, patio parties, and just relaxing;
Brights, Dennison-Hunt, Dor Mae,
Dottie Shop, Littletons, Mademoiselle,
The Place, and Trina's Action Wear.
Kay Ray will coordinate the fashions
and Betty Lowry will be the fashion
narrator. Gene & Jo's will decorate the
stage in patio style to enhance the
fashions. Frozen salad and muffins will
be the luncheon menu.
"Due to limited seating, call 753-2288
for reservations before Monday at 12:00
noon, May 23," commented Carolyn
Adams.
But the board also was expected to
, protest the rate -commission's action
Set-Aside.Signup
Deadline Extendd
The time has been extended to May 31
for signing up in the set-aside program
for farmers, according to David Riley
of the ASCS Office.
Riley said if farmers have not been to
the Awls office and had the program
explained to them, they should do so
before May 31. The office is located in
the Bel Mr Shopping Center Complex
on South 12th Street, Murray.
YACC Applications
Now Being Accepted
Applications are now being accepted
through the Kentucky Bureau of
Manpower Services for the one-year
Young Adult Conservation Corps
( YACC) program at Murray State
University.
Both young men and women from 16
to 23 years of age from any of 17
counties in West Kentucky who are
physically fit and unemployed are
eligible to make application for the
salaried conservation work on the
campus.
John Bailey, YACC director, said the
program has been designed to provide
20 young people "an exciting and highly
rewarding full-time work experience on
the university and the main campus
grounds." Paid holidays and a furlough
policy are part of the program. •
YACC workers will live on the
campus and work a full 40-hour week.
They may eat their meals in campus
dining facilities. Counselors will be
available to them on a 24-hour basis to
assistathem as needed.
inside today
Recreational facilities, the Adult
Learning Center, and special courses
are other advantages available to
YACC participants.
Residents of counties in the purchase
and Pennyrile Area Development
Districts are eligible for the program if
they meet other criteria. Those
counties are:
Calloway, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Ballard, Carlisle, McCra-cken, Mar-
shall, Christian, Todd, Trigg, Caldwell,
Lyon, Hopkins, Muhlenberg, Livington,
and Crittenden.
Bailey said the YACC program is
intended to serve as a learning ex-
perience for participants as they make
new friends, learn about themselves,
set goals, and improve their position in
the job market.
He added that anyone who is in-
terested may call the Manpower Ser-
vices Office in Calloway County at 753-
0977 or John Bailey at Murray State
Universal ( 502) 762-3782.
One section 16 Pages
Murray High baseball team advanced to finals of
Region II play Thursday and go into final play today
against Christian County See Page 6 in today's issue for
results of Thursday's action
increasing
cloudiness
Increasing cloudiness with a
slight chance of thundershowers
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Chairrruin for this year's Charity Rail Murray-Calloway County Corn- perattires near normal with highs Sports
phrehensive Care Center: Tickets are midlii upper 70s. Lows in the 50a. TV.Page
priced at $25 a couple, which ineludes
breakfast.
Will -be Janet Housden, with co-
chairman, Jana Hughes.
Other chairmen working with Mrs.
Flousden are: publicity, Rainey
Appersoa .and Sheila Grogan;
decorations, Lynn Houston; table
tircerattons, Lthr Imait: -breakfast,
Patsy Oakley; ticket sale, Dianna





last week and ask it to reconsider the
increase.
Such a reconsideration might take
many months, but could result in a 13-
cent rate for individuals and a 16-cent
rate for businesses: That is the setup
the Postal Service and President Carter
requested last summer, but which the
rate commission rejected.
A cut for individuals would be only -
the second rollback in first-class rates.
The first was after World War I, when
wartime increase from 2 cents to 3 
cents Was-repealed
Real Estate Seminar Set
Drinn  
W
Center for Enhancement of Teaching




sessions during the sixth anniial
Kentucky Real Estate Teachers
Seminar and Education Symposium in
Lexington May 23-25.
"Teaching—The Master Skill" will be
the overall theme of her presentations
to licensed real estate brokers who
teach real estate 'courses in laentucky's
public higher education system.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Real
Estate Commission, the seminar is
designed to enable participants to
improve their teaching techniques so
that both the public and licensees will
receive better instruction in real estate
courses•
_Among specific topics for sessions to
be taught by Dr. Wilkerson are prin-
ciples of learning and classroom ap-
plication, demonstration of college-
level teaching prototypes, effective
principles of course planning, and ef-
fective principles of testing and
grading.
In addition to her duties as director of
the center at Murray State, Dr.
Wilkerson also teaches interpersonal
communications classes on the cam-
pus. Her experience also includes
teaching at the secondary level. .
She earned the doctorate in education
at the University of Massachusetts.
Russel Sptuaock, assistant professor
of real estate at Murray State, is the
program committee chairman for the
-real estate teachers seminar.
•arownel ow a tire swing- provided winter Acti-
tertainrqent for Melissa Ramsey, 7, jayna Kelling, 7, and Regina Hicks, 8,
during a pknicheld by brownie troop 42 at the Murray City Pack The Nor-
th Elementary troop decided that the picnic would be the best way to end
the year. Photo by Dayrd Frank
a
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I Bumm And StoutVows-To Be Read
Mrs. Bettye K. Burr= of Owensboro announces the ap-
proaching marriage of her daughter, Marie Elizabeth, to An-
thony Dale Stout, son of Mr. ind Mrs. Jack Eugene Stout of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a student at Murray State University. Mr.
Stout is employed with Four Seasons Nursery, Murray.
The wedding sill be solemnized on Wednesday. June 28, at
seven p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House, Vine Street,
Murray, All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wed-
ding and the reception to follow at the clubhouse.
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TOO for Comedvs. Odieblkeg
awl NV Whew
When it comes to the look and the
feel of a great racing shoe. it doesn't
matter whether you're on the-track or in
the classroom and the Moscow 80
by Osaga is the top-of-the-line
941N. eeek,.in 
good looks and good running.
Our new multi-studded running
shoe. with the cushion bottom
design and flared heel, is the
, _finest shoe ever made








by Osaga is THE sports shoe that
will go gresit with the new fall look
of Khaki and Denim An athletic shoe.
built (or stability, support and durability,
that has turned into the hottest
casual wear shoe of the season
What more can
you ask . . a great casual










foot in action, with special construction for key stress
points New nycot three-layer upper and abrasion
resistant sole comes in four fashion coordinated colors.















By Abigail Van Buren -
DEAR ABBY: If a man is married to a woman who is
"cold" or always "too tired" to satisfy her husband's
physical needs, he gets a lot of sympathy. And if he should
go elsewhere for what he's missing at home, no one blames
him. But how about a woman? She can be love-starved for
years, and if she as much as looks at another man, she's
considered a u-amp,
Well. I'm no tramp, Abby. I'm a decent, normal woman
who has been married for 16 years to a man to has given
me a fine, home, children, financial security and
companionship. But for the last four years his interest in
sex has -diminished to nothing. '
We are both in our early 40s, and I think we are much
too young to consider the physical side of our marriage
finished. (Or am I wrong?) I've tried everything to revive
his interest in me, but it's hopeless. He refuses to discuss
it, and he won't see a doctor. Meanwhile, I'm left
frustrated.
I've never been unfaithful in my life. I'm attractive, look
younger than my years, and lately I have been wondering
if perhaps an affair on the side would save my husband's
face and our marriage. Or am I rationalizing? Woman to
woman, Abby, what do you think?
DESPERATE IN DENVER
DEAR- Al3BY:Weinian to woman,1 think you Aionld tell
your husband that if he values his marriage he had better
see a doctor for a thorough checkup. He could have a
physical disorder.
If it's not "physical," it's psychological, in which case
therapeutic counseling might help. It is not normal for •
man his age to have lost all interest in sex.
DEAR ABBY: You told BUGGED, whose ex-in-laws
made a habit of visiting her and her new husband's home
every Sunday in order to see the grandchildren, that a
once-a-week visit didn't seem excessive to you.
Abby, you are wrong, wrong, wrong!
Visiting every Sunday IS excessive. Once every two
--months- would seem more reasonable to me. Also, why
should the ex-in4aws go to their former daughter-in-law's
orne-re-gutArlyl If they want tote-en- up the contiet with
their son's children, why don't they pick them up and take
them to a park, a ballgame or to their home and entertain
them? And why must it be on a Sunday?
Please reconsider, Abby. That answer didn't sound like
you. Are you on a vacation or what?
DISAPPOINTED IN GEORGIA
,DEAR DISAPPOINTED : never go Qn vacation. That
answer was mine and III take my lumps for it. You are
right. I goofed and •everal hundred readers wrote to tell
me so.
DEAR ABBY: Our problem is company who don't know
when it's time to go home. When we.have people over and
they say, "Well, I think we'd better be going now," just to
be polite we say something like, "Oh, you don't have to go
yet,' or, "Stay a little while longer." So they stay. And it's
another hour before they make a move to go home.
Abby, please tell your readers that when a host and
hostess say, "You don't have to go home yet," they are just
being polite and shouldn't be taken seriously. Why are
some people so dumb?
DEAD TIRED IN ILLINOIS
DEAR TIRED: Which people? There would be no
problem if hosts and hostesses would not encourage their
guests to overstay their welcome with insincere coaxing
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For • persoRal, unpublished reply. write: Abby:





FOR SATURDAY, MAY 20, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr. 20)
Consolidate gains made over
the past week. Implement good
ideas and embody them into
next week's schedule.
'TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Mild stellar influences. Day
will be largely what you make
of it. Stress your sense of values
and aim only for the worth-
while. Social' activities and
outdoor -interests favored.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
To be avoided: irrational
moves, hasty conclusions,
misjudgments through
carelesaness or prejudice. This
won't be difficult if you display
your usual foresight.
CANCER
'June 22 to July 23) e
Certain details may require





July 24 to Aug. 23;
Dominating influences are
happily on the friendly, social
side, but a serious note here and
there indicates a need' for
studying situations.
VIRGO
. Aug. 24 to Sept 23) riPth
Mixed influences. You may be
fared with some annoyances
i$,-.n the- Alkir massy -Amur, -to -either
niany pleasant offerings. attrlistic or philanthroph
Imagination and originality catiae. YOithelfrillteltt affIrdty
----for-die, outdoors Mel ITT/140Mr;
..VO Id re
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) =-= botanist, horticulturist or
Koch .competition indicated_ veterinarian-Baal satetai•alees
Don't- think ton long before" a 'fine outlet for-your talenti'
taking due action hilt neither Other possibilities fdt a -
Satisfying career' the law,
writing, music, the theater
B(rtildate of Honore de BalLOC,
decisions and curb spending Be
especially careful to study your
budget if making travel plans.
SAGITTARRS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(174e#
Your stock goes up now. High
praise • and conunensurati.
reward - indicated for jot
matters well handled.
CAPRICORN
Dec 22 to Jan. 20
Avoid present tendencies to
scatter energies and to start toc
many things at one time
Neither enter into new activities
without thorough investigation
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19; "••••7.
Personal relationships under
excellent aspects. You can now
combine business and pleasure
to practical advantags.
PISCES
Feb. 2010 Mar. 20i 1,
Review winning methods of
the past. Use again, with added
flair, enthusiasm. Some ''inside







Baptist Women and Baptist
Young Women of Blood River
Association will have a book
study at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church at seven p.m.
Mrs. William Taylor will be in
charge of the study..
Friday, May 19
This is last day for parents
to register their children to
play summer baseball at East
Calloway Elementary.
Twin Lakes Good Sam
Camping Club will have their
monthly campout at
Cohimbus Belmont State Park
with Bill .and Norette Hill as
wagonmasters. A grill out and
supper will be held on
Saturday night.
Saturday, May 20 _
Gospel singing featuring the
Kingsmen Gospel Group of
Auburn, Ala., will be held at
the Unity- Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 7:30
A potluck supper will be
At 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 20.
Ham breakfast . will be
served from five to ten a. m. at
the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church. Cost will be
a free will donation.
Sunday, May 21
Baseball coaches and in-
terested parents will meet at
East Calloway Elementary at
one p.m.
1_ .Mr .and. Mrs.  E. J. (Jae} 
Claxton will be honored with a
reception in celebration of
their 50th* wedding an-
niversary at the Holiday Inn,
Murray, from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Reception for the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White and family will
be held at the Memorial
Baptist Church Fellowship
Hall-from two To four p.m.
Public is invited.
Annual senior citizens
luncheon by the Hazel
Woman's Club will be held at
the Hazel Community Center
at 11:30 a.m. Any person_
needing transportation may.
call 492-8876 or 753-0812.
' Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Chapter M of P.E.O.
Sisterhood wilL have a limo-.-.
cheOn at twelve noon at the --
Holiday Inn with reports front"
the state convention to be
given by Mrs. John (ben!'
termous and Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey.
- Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant, sponsored by Tau
Phi Lambda of WOW, Will be




Homeatming will be held at
Ledbetter Baptist Church.
An open horse show spon-
sored by-theTfart and South
Marshall Riding Clubs will




Exhibit of projects of middle
Sind high school students in the
area will be held from nine
a.m. to noon in the Applied
Science Building, Murray
State tniversity. Public in-
vited.
Saturday, May 20
Gospel singing will be held
at Jenny Ridge Pentecostal




(Oct. 24 to Nov 22i ^1,AV•
Avoid risks and im-
pulsiveness. Make no hasty
YOU BORN TODAY art
humanitarian at heart and have
been endowed with the gift of
healing as well - which makes
you a "natural" for medicine,
nursing and work in institutions
dedicated to helping the skit
and needy However, you have
many other talents _and may
choose an entirely "different
career rather than, the
aforementioned It is prac-
tically a certainty, however,
that no matter what occupation
you choose, you will devote
Fr. novelist, Jean I. Agassiz,
naturalist.
'Monday, May 22
American Legion Post No.
73 and Auxiliary will meet at
the Legion Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 20
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
& A. M. will meet at the lodge
hall at seven p.m.
Kirksey Ball Club tryouts
for girls, ages six to twelve,
will be 9:30 a.m. and for boys.
six to thirteen, will be at 10:30
a.m. at the Kirksey field
No Plans For The
Weekend?
James L. Johnson Is
Speaker For NARFE
The Murray Chapter of the
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
heard James L. Johnson,
executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, speak at the meeting
held April 28 at 9:30 a.m. in the
executive room of the WOW
Building with Robert H.
Douglas presiding.
Mr. Johnson spoke on the
growth of Murray and' the
business outiook-lor the
coming years as well as a
report on what has taken place
recently. Johnson said the
future looks good with the
development of the lake area
for the tourist trade, the
upgrading of three main high-
ways by 641, 121, and 94, along
with new businesses that have
recently come to the area, and
the ones who have indicated'
their intentions ,otating
here. A question and answer
period followed.
Plans were completed for
the state' NARFE= meeting in
Louisville June 7 and 8 with
Murray to be represented. It
was announced that Mrs.
Gussie Adams is still in
Marion, Ill., with her son but is
improved and will be home
soon. Cards were signed to tie
sent to- C. B. Ford, Neal_
Brown, and Hillard Rogers.
Members attending were
Robert Douglas, Van
Valentine, C. 0, Bounduratit,
Max Miller, O.C. McLemore,
Ralph Hicks, Marshall Henry,
Curtis Palmer, Max Hurt,
Lowell Palmer, Kenneth
Grogan, Norman Klapp, E. B.
Allbritten,- Howard Paschall,
and HerberriCoyd, tWlatter
two being new members.
Would you be shocked to find out
that the greatest moment
of our recent history
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tend the Kentucky Youth
Assembly, a mock legislative
session in Frankfort. Terry
Smith, the local club
president, "was also elected
Governor of the statewide
assembly for 1979 recently.
On May 27 the, club will host
a picnic for all freshman,
sophomore and junior boys
who would like to join Hi-Y
next year.
MUSIC SWEETHEART — Kim Alley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Alley of Russellville, formerly of Murray,
was crowned as Music Sweetheart 1978 at the choral
performance by the choruses of Murray High School on
Thursday, May 11, at the school. Miss Alley is a senior at
Murray High School and has been active in music and
choral activities for the past four years. She was elected
to the honor by members of the chorus. Miss Alley
plans to attend Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Green..
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NEWLY AITALLED HiT.Y officers for 1978-79 at Murray HO School are, seated from
left President Terry Smith, vice-President David Stephenson and secretary toe Har-
mon. Standing from left are sergeant at arms, Steve Sears, and treasurer, Brad Taylor.
Not pictured was chaplain, Duane Dycus.
Murray High Hi-Y Ctub Has
Installgtion Of Officers
The Murray High Hi-Y Club
recently installed the
following officers for 1978-79 in
an assembly for the entire




Taylor; sergeant at arms,
Steve Sears; and chaplain,
Duane Dycus.
Michael Haynesi-executive
director of the Kentucky
-discussed-- -the-2—
responsibility that each in-
dividual has to himself as well
.s to other people. Mr. Haynes
emphasized that Christian
ideals were important in all
walks /Aide. 
' Duane Dycus and David'
Stephenson led the group in a
devotional with Bible readings
and a prayer before Lloyd
Hasty, club sponsor, officially_
installed the officers.
The Hi-Y Club is a service
oriented organization con-
sisting of young Christian men
who wish to serve their school
and community. It is affiliated
with the YMCA of Kentucky
and performs various services.
during the year, such as
UNICEF colleiction at
Halloween. One of its most





-Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasingame, M.D
Diagnosis And Treatment
Of "Sugar" Diabetes
Q: Mrs. J. D.. writes to
ask the symptoms of sugar
diabetes.
A: The signs and symp-
toms of diabetes mellitug
are highly variable. Many
persons have the disease in
its early stages and often
go undiagnosed for long
periods of time. Such cir-
cumstances are unfor-
tunate because millions of -
cases exist, and this major
disease now constitutes the
fifth leading cause of death
in the United States.
If a near relative has
diabetes, be especially
alert. This disease tends to
run in families. In other
words, the tendency to de-




Miss Kathy Lynn Etherton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert C. Etherton, and Gt3ey
Mark Goodman, son_ of Mr,.
and Mrs. Billy L Goodman of
Carbondale, Ill., will be
married Saturday, May 27 at
three p.m. at the First Baptist
tChurch in Murray.
The matron of honor will be
Mrs. Cindy McLaren, sister of
the bride-elect. The
bridesmaid will be Mrs.
Barbara Lay, sister of the
prospective groom.
John Heern of Carbondale
will be the best man and
Darrell Emery also from
Carbondale, will be the
groomsman. Ushers will be
Michael Etherton, brother of
the bride-elect, and Phillip
Goodman, brother of the
prospective groom.
The ceremony will be
performed by the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception
to follow the ceremony in the
church fellowship hall.
Two showers were given in
honor of Miss Etherton. Donna
Miller, Sandy Frazier, Cindy
Auble and Christy Myers
hosted a lovely shower which
was held at the First Baptist
Church. Mrs. Larne Mitchell
and her daughter, Karen, also
gave a nice shower in honor of
the bride-elect held at their
home. Many lovely gifts were
presented at both showers.
. 4
The most common signs
and symptoms with clini-
cal onset of diabetes are
general weakness ( often-
unexplained), fatigue -and
drowsiness. Weight loss
may come on for no appar-
ent reason land is often
associated- with an in-
creased appetite and a
grater food intake. Thirst
 - aften mounts with an in-
crease in the frequency oftitan urination and the amount
of urine passed.
The vision may be
blurred, and the skin may
itch, especially around the
genitalia. The s'kin may be
subject to boils and other
irritations and infections.
This large assortment of
signs and symptoms may
vary in their combination
and severity.
The diagnosis of diabetes
mellitus is suspected when
sugar is found in testing
the 'urine and confirmed
when the sugar level in the
blood is elevated.
Diagnosis and treatment
require the regular -atten-
tion of a physician who
takes care of such patients
on an ongoing basis. Diet
and other hygienic mea-
sures' are often sufficient.
In the more severe cases,
regular injections of insu-
lin may be required.
Early - diagnosis
ON SALE NOW...THROUGH
SATURDAY, MAY 2Z SENSATIONAL
SUMMitErRIC SAVINGS!
• Lycra & Nylon Knit
• Swimwear Colors
• Hurry, Limited Quantity
COMPARE AT $1.99 TO S2.50
SUMMER
COTTONS
• New Shipment just in
• 45" Wide, Full Bolts
• New Summer Prints
• 100% Cotton & Blend.5
treatmint may help to
avoid damage and compli-
tations. If in doubt, see a
physician. •
Mrs. Carolyn Lawson will be
the speaker at the Women's
Aglow Fellowship meeting
Tuesday, May 23. She is a
native of Fulton, is married to
the Rev. James Lawson, a
Presbyterian minister, and
has one daughter, Mrs. Henry
Clay Moorehead of Tupelo,
Miss.
Her husband is pastor of
Bayou De Chien Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in Water
Valley , and Shady Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in Wingo.
Women's Aglow meets at
Ken-Bar Inn in Gilbertville
each fourth Tuesday at 10:30
a.m. for a luncheon and the
meeting follows immediately.
The chapter Is inter-
denominational and ministers
to the needs of all Christian
women. For further in-
formation contact Lou




Mr. and Mrs. Garry R.
Mason of Springville, Tn., are
the parents of a baby girl,
Leslie Suenell, weighing seven
pounds seven ounces, born on
Wednesday, May 17, at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris Tn.
They have one son, Michael
John, age Vri. The father is the
quality technician for the
Southern Clay Company at
Paris.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Stavely
of Springville, Tn. The
paternal great grandmother is
Mrs. Mary E. Townley of
Coldwater.
TAYLOR GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Taylor announce the birth of
their first child, a baby girl,
Tara Lynn, weighing eight
pounds fourteen ounces, born
on Sunday, MiY '14, at 7:30
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
crounty Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Taylor of Reidland,
Sam Beaman of Fulton, and



















• Ideal Beachwear Fabric
• 60" Wide. Full Bolts
• Polyester & Cotton Velour
• Bright Novelty Stripes




• or Wide. Full Belts
• 85N Polyester Ciao
• Spring & Summer Patterns
• While Limited Quantity lasts
FAMOUS "AMERITEX't$2.99 A YARD
T-SHIRT KNITS
• Popular 'Sheer Look Knits
• Full Bolts, 45"Ivide
• Cotton and Polyester
• Hurry for this great value'
FIR
it 411T
• Full Bolts, 45" Wide
• Polyester & Avril
• New Summer Prints
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.-ftehley's Angle By Lowell Atchley
Famous
Last Words
Newspaper reporters have gone to
jail rather than reveal their con-
fidential-. news sources. Russian
dissidents spend time behind bars fir
saying and writing what they believe.
Now we have the mayor of Murray,
Melvin Henley, joining the select group
of persons willing to spend time in jail
for what they believe.
Henley told a newsman the other day
that he won't sign the check if the city
loses a lawsuit appeal over a fish kill in
1976 "e'en if they put me in jail." The
city lost its first legal tangle with the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources earlier this month over the,
fish kill two years ago blamed on a
faulty city sewage pump. 
A noble gesture mayor. "They never
fail who die in a great cause," Lord
Byron once said. .
. Henley's predecessor John Ed Scott
demonstrated his willingness to go to
jail over what he felt was right - the
closing of 15th Street. If you remember
the former mayor removed some
construction barricades when the
construction crews were working on
what is now the student overpass
spanning Chestnut.
Other local, state and national of-
ficials need to take notice of this per-
sonal sacrifice. Calloway County
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller
could spend a weekenkaathe county
work gang for keeping a 010er Henley
says belongs to the city.
I figure that just on principle. Ken-
tucky Governor Julian Carroll should
spend two weeks in a Nassau,
Bahamas, jail for excessive use of state
airplanes.' .
Because of her questionable veto of
the Equal Rights Amendment
recission, the state's lieutenant
governor, Thelma Stovall should spend
-a weekend -catering to a STOP ERA
The excesses of federal government
are so extensive that President Jimmy
Carter could spend time in federal
miniMum security facilities from no*
to 2002.
Henley told the newsman the other
day that,even if the city loses the ap-
peal, he won't change his position. Go
back and read that sentence again.
A noble gesture mayor. But
remember - voters have sharp
memories. They don't forget promises,
even two, maybe three years from the
time they're made.
If the city does lose its appeal and the
mayor goes to jail, by rights the city
council should also spend some time
behind bars.
What can he do in jail? Since he's a
chemist, he could work_towarcLs a Nobel
-prize winning chemical formula.
Of course the mayor will get plenty of
press coverage when he goes behind
bars. Such publicity will be good for
seeking higher office.
He also needs some Famous Last
Words to utter to the world before going
into the clinker.
Flipping through my quotation
dictionary here... Hurnmmm. Here's a
pretty good one by Teddy Roosevelt: •
"No man is worth his salt who is not
ready at bll times to risk his well being,
to risk his body, tcarisk hia life, in a
great cause." A little too rash for
Mayor Henley. •
He could say with a smile, "The
cheerful loSer is the winner."
. "Many men have been capable of
doing a wise thing, more a_ cunning
thing, but very few a generous thing,"
-Alexander Pope once said.
Or he could pass on this original quote
which may go down in future quotation
books: "I only regret that I have but
one life to give for the carp in Clarks
River."
_ convention.
Letter To The Editor
Calls For Spending Freeze
Dear Editor i•
May I join Philip Deaver in asking
that we freeze the tax system - put it in
concrete' But, there must be one
stipulation-,  the logical further step.
That would be, "freeze the spending
system."
The fact that Mr. Deaver is not an
economist is all in his favor, and ours.
The members of that disnal science
cannot agree long enough to get to the
Post Office, much less mail a letter to a
Congressman. If Mr. Deaver is only a
humorist, nothing more, we are still
happy. And the advice is probably
sounder; certainly it is more engaging!
Freezing the tax system is not fully
adequate to the occasion. That is
because our spendthrifts in the
Congress, which is to say about 55 per
cent of the members, long ago learned
that they do not have to measure
spending by the taxes collected. Deficit
financing can be done with funny
money. Our deficit little more than
offsets the arnountof interest we must
pay on the public dept. But, it frees us of




By The Assiteciated Press
Today is rriday, May 19, the 139th
day of 1978. There are 2118 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1588, the 130 ships of
the Spanish Armada sailed from
Lisboa. Portugal, to attack Eraglaijd.-
On this date:
In 1536, the second queen of
England's King Henry VIII, Anne
Boleyn, was beheaded in London.
In 1876, an exposition marking the
American Centennial opened in
Philadelphia.
In 1943, British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill, addressing the U.S.
Congress, pledged full British support
in the war against Japan... -
In 1945, more than 400-'S. B-29
Superfortress bombers attacked Tokyo.
In 1964, the U.S. State Department
(bsclosed that 40 secret microphones
had been found hidden in the U.S. Em-
bassy in Moscow.
In 1974, Finance Minister Valery
Giscard d'Estaing was elected
president of Franae.
Ten years ago - France was all but
paralyzed by the worst strikes and
politicial upheaval in a decade.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union and
Wnst- -etertrierer- Srigned-a--10-year
- tigreerneet cellbsg- for tieerionatc, - In-
dustrial and. teClmica1.Cataper31100...
• One year ago • Rig game hunting In
Kenya was banned to protect the
dwindling wildlife that attracts many of
ilwrourstrylcznuoild.-+
Today's birthday: Labor arbitrator
-Piens:lore Kheel te-84-yeert-el+—
Thought for today: We first make our
habits, and then our heats make us ---
John Dryden. English poet, 1631-1700.
I believe, too, that Patrick Henry or
John Adams, today, would likely make
Boston Harbor taste like salty tea, but it
is doubtful that . they could even
stomach the spending angle of our
modern incompetence.
We should have a followup article by
the same writer, on the why of havtngU
pass amendments to protect ourselves
- from ourselves. If we can freeze thetas
system by a constitutional amendment,
why cannot we simply stop the tax in its
tracks without such an amendment?
Like some of the sunrise laws-it
protects us from things that sound bad
- we hope. Like the sunrise laws, we
are protected from legislators who can
pass a sunset law, but they cannot
possibly pats a law abolishing a
stupidity.
Then, our interesting andexciting
writer should write a further followup
article on dichotomies in general. ( I
was getting gray-headed before I knew
this word had anything to do with other
than beans or other dichotoledons,
however it is spelled!) We Americans
have a way of talking.out of,either side
of our mouth, but differently. We are
"conservatives," but we want that
money from Washington; we believe in
a balanced budget, but we want that
manna from D. C. And so ti goes.
Mr. Deaver has only barely touched
the surface. Let him dig-in and show us
how amazingly human we are. We
much prefer getting his literary
compositions than the dismal double-
talk from economists who are really





As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
_ Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
:1121,
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddieston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510 -
Sea. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building.
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon HOUSe Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
' STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
aiseembly arm 'march,/ dialing-1- •
-:_-118441110laor by 'writing tathenviirsatm.:-/-'
Washington Today
By WALTER R. MFARS
AP Special Correspondent Looking Back
ay Be Next
WASHINGTON tAP) Homey be
time for - the dentists to brace them-
selves. They could be next on President
Carter's hit list.
Since his friends, at least in the public
opinion polls, appear to be diminishing
in number, Carter seems to have gone
on the prowl for some enemies.
Nothing personal and, for that
matter, not much new - his lectures to
lawyers and doctors about their
professions and the fees they charge
are simply an extension of his familiar
complaint about the special interests he
blames for assorted woes.
The president made a point of saying
that his complaints were with
professional associations, not in-
dividual lawyers or physicians.
But so far, he has not prodded the
dentists, although inflation monitor
Barry Bosworth mentioned them along
with the legal and medical pi ofessions
as a target for administration efforts to
hold down fees.
One administration aide who, un-
derstandably, preferred to remain
anonymous, said Carter has sound
reasons for sparing the 'dentists: his
photogenic teeth. Without them, the
trademark smile would be a disaster.
"Look at it this way," this fellow said.
"Everything he is, he owes to modern
American dentistry."
Well, maybe not everything.
Teeth aside, Carter seems to be




in the new phase of his presidency,
advertised by his spokesman as being
somewhat firmer than has been the
case.
While he chewed out lawyers and
doctors, more people talk about the
prices they've had to pay the plumber.
Ask around and you'll find a dozen
stories about the guy who carne in to
unclog the drain, speat 10 minutes at it
and left a bill for $40.
But then, a slap at the plumbers
would not be without drawbacks.
Carter is still trying to get George
Meany to agree with him on something,
and the venerable leader of the AFL-
CIO used to be a plumber.
The AFL-CIO chief said he wants to
cooperate on inflation control, but that
he is not going to ask unions to volun-
tarily hold down wage demands when
they negotiate contracts.
Perhaps other targets for
presidential rebukes would be -
television repairMen or automobile
mechanics. People are always griping
about them. •
Or politicians. They aren't very
popular, as Carter demonstrated when
he got his campaign start as a critic of
the political establishment in general
and the Washington establishment in
particular.
Now Carter and his people are the
Washington establishment, or at least




NEW YORK (AP) - The nation's
homebuilders have promised to
cooperate with government efforts to
hold down prices, but their brethren in
the real estate business suggest that
government itself is the problem.
Meeting in Washington, the National
Association of Home Builders said it
would seek to limit price increases to a
6 percent annual rate over the next six
months, compared with recent 10
percent rises.
The National Association of Realtors,
however, quotes "national experts"
who claim that prices themselves - not
just increases - could be cut as much
as 2f) percent by eliminating over-
regulation.
The over-regulation, k Is claimed,
exists at local, state and federal levels,
adding as much as $9,000 to the price of
a new single-family house. Needless
laws are on the books, it says, and more
may be coming.






  1aytield..14 -42066 -- -
Rep. Kenneth(. Imes
201 S 3rd Street
-Murray, Ky. 42071
In a self-described "think piece"
circulated at almost the same time as
the homebuilders' promise, the
Realtors quote Professor George
Sternlieb of Rutgers University as the
source for the $9,0010 figure.
Sternlieb, they say, lists these
regulations as sometimes exceeding
minimum health, safety and welfare
considerations:
Restrictive zoning, in which com-
munities set aside a certain amount of
land for new housing and then specify
minimum lot sizes.
-No growth, instituted by some
communities to prevent what they term
dense housing situations.
-Building codes that specify
unreasonably high minimum standards
for materials used in erecting houses.
-Minimum building-size re-
quirements, in which a community sets
a minimum in house size that exceeds
the standard set by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
-Subdivision requirements where,
for exam*, a community might
prohibit the burning of vegetation to
clear land. This would mean bulldozing
and hauling, far more expensive than
burning of brush.
Bernard Siegan of the University of
San Diego Law School is quoted as
saying that Houston, which has no
zorting laws, demonstrates that market
competition can work better. than
f-_,-geverrunent regulation.
William .Shenkel, professor of Real
'112itatairtithithgatelieftiranneric--
said to believe the'regulation posing the
greatest threat Ii exc1uEiOflj
Environmental considerattins' that
damarid a park for every block !nap
be nice, but they ignore the greater
considerations of employment and
housing. Arthur Wright of Texan A&M
Is quoted as saying.
Years Ago
Kay Pinkley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. L. K. Pinkley of Murray,
represented the state of Kentucky in the
Miss USA contest held at Miami Beach
on May 18. She was named "Miss
Amity" by the contestants at the
contest televised over CBS.
Pictured is Cadet Sammy Knight as
he is presented the Gold Medal by Dean
Matt Sparkman at the Murray State
ROTC awards ceremony.
Installed as officers of the Hazel
Woman's Club were Mrs. J. W. Jones,
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, Mrs. Gerald
Ray, Mrs. Harold Wilkinson, Mrs.
Gerald Gallimore, and Mrs. Charles
Knott.
Elected as cheerleaders fps .1988-89 at
Murray High School were Cindy
Alexander, Kathy Crider, Debbie
Edmonds, Kathy Ann Lockhart, Anita
McDowell, and Jennie Barker.
Charles F. Hinds, librarian at
Murray State University, spoke on
"Genealogical Records that Are
Available In the Jackson Purchase
Area" at the meeting of the Calloway
County Genealogical Society held at the
Holiday Inn on May 13.
20 Years 'Ago
The annual Poppy Day sale by the
American Legion Auxiliary will be held
here on May 25, according to Mrs.
George Williams, sale chairman in
Murray.
Deaths reported include Lee Myers,
age 90, Mrs. Jessie Hay Stewart, age 72,
Laurence Dick, age 58, and Lyman
Burkeen, age 57.
The Girl Scout Day Camp chairman,
Mrs. A. M. Harverill, said 190 girls had
registered for the camp to be held in
June.
Jerry Shroat, Benita Maddox,
Carolyn Wood, Michael McCasey, Judy
Grogan, Nancy Gibbs, and Robert
Burton are officers of the Murray
Training School chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America for 1958-
59.
"Lady Takes A Flyer" starring Iona
Turner and Jeff Chandler is showing at
the Varsity Theatre.
30 Years Ago
The Tennessee Valley Authority has
scheduled a public auction sale for June
8 for the sale of land of three com-
mercial sites on Kentucky Lake. The
sites are located on Turkey Creek, Big
Bear Creek, and Blood River em-
bayment.
Deaths reported include Gene
Towery, age 18.
The Parks Quartet and the Crossland
Band will present special music at the
meeting of the Hazel Woodmen of the
World on May 20, according to L. K
Pinkley, consular commander.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer of
Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Aleda, to Troy W. Kelly, son
of Mrs. C. T. Thomas of Danville, Va
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Sledd attended
the Cotton Carnival held in Memphis,
Tn., last weekend.
MiTiray Ledger & Times
Publisher ... Wafter I. Apperson
Editor . it Gene McCutchOon
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Da) and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspers, 1n'. 103 N ,4th St
Murray, Ky 4071 Second Claiui Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
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Heardine is a service for gestic
citizens. Its purpose is to aassver
questions and solve problemo-fast N
you have a question or a pro) eat
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran and I
am to finish my vocational
rehabilitation program soon. Will I
receive any assistance from the VA
upon completion?-S. B.
Yes, you will. Upon being placed in a
rehabilitated status, you will receive a
two-month lump sum payment of your
subsistence allowance to assist you
financially. The VA can also help you in
seeking suitable employment. This
assistance will be provided by your
vocational rehabilitation specialist.
HEARTLINE: I recently had to go to
the hospital for some tests. The hospital
admitted me as an outpatient. Does
Medicare cover outpatient hospital
services?-L. T.
After the $60 deductible has been met,
Medicard takes care of 80 percent of the
remaining reasonable charges for all
covered outpatient hospital services
you received.
HEARTLINE: I am going to be
retiring from my Civil Service job with
the government in July of this year. At
the time-or-my-reta emeut, I should
have approximately six months of
unused sick leave. Can this time be
used to increase my retirement?-G. S.
Yes, this can be done. When the
employee retires on an immediate
annuity or dies, the time represented by
the accumulated unused sick leave to
the employee's credit is added to the
employee's actual service used in
computing annuity. An immediate
annuity is one which begins no later
than one month after separation from
the service. This includes annuity to
an employee who retires optionally, or
who retires for age, disability, or due to
being involuntarily separated from the
service. It does not include annuity to a
separated employee who is entitled to
deferred retirement at a future date.
The usused sick pay can only be used
in figuring the total number of years
and months of service used in com-
puting the amount of annuity or sir-
viving annuity. It cannot be used in
figuring the high average pay and
cannot be counted towards the
minimum length of service necessary
to retire.
HEARTLINE: I have had some in-
surance agents to my home recently to
try to sell me various types of haealtb.-.
insurance policies. Most of these
policies have so many exclusions that r •
am not sure if they are worthwhile. Do
you have any comments on this
problem in :buying helth insurance?-
N.T.
There is no health insurance policy in
existence which does not contain some,
coverage exclusions. A truly "all risk'
policy costs too much for the avers
person and, in fact, would not
regarded as being in the public int,eres
-since there are certain types of 1
which insurance cannot and possibly
should not cover.
Some policies contain more ex-
clusions than others. The kind of
coverage being afforded is in itself a
factor.
In addition to preexisting conditions,
other exclusions commonly found in`
various policies include:
4 11) Losses resulting from war or
military services;
(2) Suicide, attempted suicide or
intentionally self-inflicted injuries:
(3) Losses which are payable under
workmen's compensation;
( 4) Services or treatment provided by
any hospital owned or operated by the
government agency;
(5) Alcoholism and drug addiction;
(7) Psychiatric Treatment.
For people with question concerning
the purchase of health insurance,
Heartline has developed Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance. To order,
send $1.50 to Heartline, P.O. Box 11934,
Chicago, III. 60611. Please allow six
weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: My father is getting
ready to retire and start drawing his
Social Security benefits next year. He is
now 61 years-old. My father has always
worked n the construction business and
therefore he has had many different
employers. He would like to have some
idea what his Social Security benefits
would be, but he cannot remember all
the different companies where he
worked. Is there some way that we can
find this information?-I. D.
Your fathers needs Social Security
Form OAR-7004. Upon sending this
form to the Social Security
Adrninistratkin in Baltimore, they will
send him a copy of his complete work
history under Social Security and with
Instructions on estimating his benefits
This card can be obtained at your local
Social Security office or if this is not
convenient-1F11 te TIORIllned-OAR,
..114 -IL:Dayton St., -West Alexandria,
1: Please enclose a loaet self- _
, -
ible Thoil0t,
..... gig wnom are ye Ay the called -
4.11.-Isaaaa-falaaie4—Rstawatits 1.
he int losive ho$1 (.1,11s all who
)- ave claimed -Stirn as. Lord 'to 'share
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French Foreign Legion-Paratroopers Move
Into Zaire In Effort To Free European's
KINSHASA, Zaire (AP) - Belgium
said today it had reports French
Foreign Legion paratroopers had gone
into action in the rebel-held city of
Kolwezi in Shaba Province. Rebel
spokesmen claimed the French intend
to help the Zaire government defeat the
week-old insurgency.
As hundreds of airborne legionnaires
shuttled through Kinshasa's airport
bound for the southern province,
French officials in Paris said only that
their mission was to help rescue more
than 2,500 Belgians and other
Europeans and a handful of Americans
trapped in the rebel area.
But Belgian Premier Leo Tindemans
said after an emergency government
meeting in Brussels that he had reports
the paratroopers had been in action at
Kolwezi earlier
Six Belgian airplanes loaded with
supplies for Belgian paratroopers have
already flown to Kamina, staging base
for the planned rescue operation, Bel-
gian diplomats here said. They said
1,000 to 1,200 Belgian soldiers would
take part but that the Belgian govern-
ment had not decided yet whether to go
ahead with the rescue,
"The nature of the French in-
tervention in Zaire is quite different
from ours," said Tindernans. "Our
purpose is uniquely humanitarian."
He said he had discussed the Shaba
situation with French President Valery
Giscard d'Estaing twice today,.
Jean Baptiste Mpondo, a Brussels
spokesman for the rebel Congolese
National Liberation Front, repeated a
charge that French paratroops had
joined in the fighting on the side of the
Zaire government earlier this week, an
allegation already denied by Paris.
There had been earlier reports today
in Brussels that French paratroopers
had dropped on the airport at Kolwezi,
a copper-mining city where most of the
foreigners were trapped.
Belgian government spokesman
Michel van Ussel told reporters in
Brussels the French Embassy notified
his government of a paratroop drop
after it had taken place.
French Foreign Minister Louis de
Guiringaud had announced in Paris
that a military operation was already
"in progress."
"You will know more in a few
hours.... No parachutist has jumped up
to the present time," he said on French
television.
The French paratroopers arrived at
UNDERSTANDING ART - THE MUSEUM EXPERIENCE -- taught by Dr. James Stickler,
was designed to help students develop a positive attitude about museum, their collec-
tions and their functions. Students also created paper projects each session to help
them understand the ideas discussed during the session. Above, Brent Priddy listens as
Dr. Stickler explains some of the finer details of an oil painting.
MUSIC EXPLORATIONS - taught bi-Ms. Irma Collins, included experiences with
various musical instruments. Each student entertained his classmates with a per-
formance on the last day of class. Melanie McClain °lays the autoharn and leads the
rest of the group in a song. Others pictured are: (from left) Ms. Collins, Jason Billington,
John Mark Hall, Heather Doyle and Michelle Garland.
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) -
Classmates say a 13-year-old
A student, the son of a former
presidential press secretary,
killed his English teacher
because of growing distress in
a class where he was
criticized, laughed at and
given a failing grade.
John Daniel Christian took a
.22-caliber rifle from his home
Thursday morning, walked,
into his eighth grade English
class several minutes late
and, in front of horrified
students, pumped three
bullets into his teacher,
Wilbur Rodney Grayson Jr.,
29. -'
Grayson was struck in the
head, right arm and side.
-There's • not any mjestion
but he shot Mb," said Roy
Minton, the boy's lawyer.
The boy's father, George
Christian, White House press
secretary in the last three
years of the Lyndon Johnson's
administration, appeared
badly shaken when he arrived
at police headquarters with
two older sons.
State District Judge Hume
Cofer ordered the boy held in
the county juvenile detention
center. Another hearing was-
set for May 26. ,
Under Texas law, Christian
cermet be . tried for murder
because of his age. The most
extreme action the judge
could take would be to adjudge
moving -.1WWW1•4191,43M,





_ And brighten ;Our family with my basket MOM
Take .1 break and call me.
him a juvenile delinquent and
commit him to a state reform(
school until he is 18.
Christian "was tearful and
had his head hung when I saw
him in the principal's office,"
said Sgt. R. Bruce of the
juvenile detail. .
Bruce described the scene
at Murchison Junior High
Schocs1 in affluent northwest
Austin as "kids walking up the
hallway, consoling each other,
arm in -arm, some heavily in
tears."
About 30 pupils were in
Grayson's English class for
gifted and talented students
when he t'as killed.
The pupils told police that
young Christian had been
"disturbed with the teacher in
the past." Three unnamed
pupils quoted in the Austin
(:itizen said Grayson had
angered the boy recently by
giving him a failing grade.
-441aselont a -gradtiate of the -
University-, Texae at
Arlington, was in his first year
of tesiee tifvertfi ttinellegr
At Lyndon_ B. Johnson High
School hew-- -.-
- Grayson .-also
'arpaeur actor and was
nominated 'for a local award
for MTh periorrnanceThillOel
Coward's "Private Lives" at
Zachary Scott Theater.
George Christian was also
Ktnshasa's international airport
Thursday night and Friday aboard at
least six aircraft - four camouflaged
C-130 transports and two civilian
planes. The exact number of troops was
not known.
The planned staging area at Kamina
is 130 miles north of Kolwezi.
The Belgian news agency said well-
informed sources reported the rebels
had retaken the town of Mutshatsha , 60
miles west of Kolwezi. The rebels were
spreading over the territory around
Kolwezi and Mutshatsha, the agency
said.
President Mobutu Sese Seko ap-
pealed to Belgium, Zaire's tormer
colonial master; France, the United
States, Britain and Morocco for help
after the exiledsiebels invaded southern
Zaire_ last week.
Third and fourth graders in
Murray School System have
gained first hand knowledge
of what college is like
through their participation in
the 'mini-university program
sponsored jointly by the
school system and Murray
State University.
Coordinated by Margaret
Franklin of the Murray
School .System and Bill




classes for the 131 children




Dr. Charles May; Science, -
Dr. Al Wolfson; Food,
Nutrition and Meal Planning, -
Brenda Hankinson and Sally
DuFord; Economics, - Dr.
Dan Harrison; Career
Education Games, - Dr. Allen
Beane; Drama, - Richard
Valentine; Learning to
become the Person You
Always Wanted To Be, - Dr.
Steve Schectman;
SpeedingReading, - Sarah
Russell; Dealing With My
Own Behavior, - Tom
McKnight; Macrame, -
Carolyn Crane, and Cooking, -
Julie Jones.
TRACY CARR and her racking horse, Jupiters Black Lady, took first place honors in
Juvenile Class-13 through 17 yrs. of age, at the annual Spring Warm-Up Show, held at
Decatur, Alabama, April 27, 28, And 29. They were in competition with 52 entries from
the southeastern and northern states. Earlier in the day, they competed in 15.2 Hands
Mare Class and captured first place honors there also. Tracy is the daUghter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Carr-end is a ninth grade student at Wingo High School.
Three Murray Students at
Murray State University have
been inducted into the campus
chapter of Beta Gamma
Sigma national scholastic
honor society in business and
administration.
They are: Martha
McKinney, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John D. McKinney of
901 Clarkshire; Bettye Hinton
of 1217 Peggy Ann Drive,
ME AND MY SPECIAL. FRIEND-was designed for students who wanted to learn
more about the handicapped. Above, Michelle Langford uses an auditory feedback, a
machine designed to help a stutterer slow his speech. Lisa Mitchell, a Special Education
major at MSU, directed this lesson. Dr. Ralph Hausman was responsible for the class.
Photo by Kaye Peebles
press secretary for former
Texas Govs. Price Daniel and
John Connally. He operates a
public relations business and
was a political advisor to Gov.
Dolph Briscoe in the gover-
nor's losing Democratic
primary campaign for a third
term.
NEW ALBANY, Ind. (AP
- A Floyd County grand jury
-his begun its probe into tht
escape of convicted per
nographer Michael Thevis
from the county jail in Nes;
Albany on April 28.
The first, seven- persons
called to testify :Thursday-. --
were newspaper reporters
Sheriff's deportsnem-offieiolep
including county Sheriff Alex
Watkina, were called to testify
'after the reporters...-. „
The grand Jury was ex-
pected to take_ up tbc....4 
vestigation again today. Thc
scope of the probe is not
known since the proceeding!,
are conducted in secret.
whose parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Hinton of Web-
ster; and Dave Blivin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Blivin of
1637 Miller Ave. All are ac-
counting Majors.
Miss McKinney, a senior, is
arnember of Alpha Lambda
Delta and Alpha Chi scholastic
honor societies, Omicrom
Delta Kappa leadership and
scholastic honor society, Pi
Delta Phi French honor
society, the Accounting
Society, and Alpha Omicron
Pi social warty._ She is
president of the Panhellenic
Council.
Miss Hinton, a junior, is a
member of Beta Alpha Psi
honor society.
Blivin is a senior member of
the Accounting Society, Alpha
Chi and Beta Alpha Psi honor
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 360.0
+.3.
Below dam 319.7, -.9
Barkley Lake 7 a. m. 360.0,
4- .2.
Below dam 325.3, -1.1.
Sunset 8:00. Sunrise 5:46.
societies, and Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity.
Membership in Beta
Gamma Sigma must be
earned through outstanding
scholastic achievement, Beta
Gamma Sigma chapters may
be chartered only flu schools of
business and management
accredited by the American
Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business.
Funded in 1913, the society
now has _more than 175
chapters which induct more
than49,000 student each year.
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1/2 Price On All Lighting Don't Forget Pickens' Has Plumbing!
Including Lighting by Featuring 146arius Modular Tubs!With 5 Tear Garountees
•
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-‘ ?Lighting, Plumbing &
Electrical Supply
THREE HIT DELIVERY Bind Ufa, a Maier sit Min k. helped Murray post a 3-1 victory
over the Hopkinsville flrs by pitching a threesbitter I yesterday's semifinal round of the
region two basebail tom y in fort Campbell. Murray wal May Christian County in todey's final
at four p. in. and the winner will advance to the substate tourney. Plietos by Devil Front
By HERBERT SPARROW -
Associated Press Writer .
The depth of Paducah
Tilghman versus the speed of
Lexington Lafayette could
produce a repeat of the 1977
boys Class AA high school
track championships as
competition" got underway
today at the University of
Kentucky Sportscenter.
Also being decided are the
championships for Class A
boys 4-elaS A and AA girls__
Defending champion
Tilglunan is again hoping its
depth will pay off. Although
Tilghman had only two in-
dividual winners and the
winning 880-yard relay team
last year, it edged runnerup
Lafayette by four points and
third-place North Hardin by
six points.
The western Kentucky
school qualified 16 individuals
--and-two retaY-teams for Mt'
year's meet and bows to wear
down Lafayette, which
features defending 100-and
220-yard champ Billy Prewitt
and triple jumper Bethel
Ward, who set a new state
record in winning last year
with a leap of 47-9 I-2.
Also back is defending high
jump champion Marvin
Mayes of Danville, who hopes
_to . crack the seven-foot
harrier. luji-e-t--- et the state
record last year with a jump
of 6-9 1-2. ,
Somerset's Briar Jumpers,
who failed to crack the top ten
last year, also hope to
overwhelm their opponents
with numbers this year.
. Led by sprinter Thomas
Venable, who won the regional
100, 220 and 440, Somerset
qualified 13 individuals and
tworelay teams: 
Defending champion
Bardstown also is back, led by




champion Dennis Mays of
Harrodsburg a cousin to
Marvin) qualified in three
field events and his Pioneer
team, a third place finisher
last year, is -given a shot at
this year's title.
Also returning to defend his
title is Bill Sununerlin of
Lexington Sayre in the 120-
yard high hurdles. Surrunerlin
also won the region in the 180
low hurdles, where he finished
second in last year's state
meet.
Lexington Bryan Station,
Murray High Moves To. Finals
-
By DAV I(ANIit
Murray pitcher Brad Taylor
managed to hold the
Hopkinsville Tiger baseball
team to three hits and one run
as the Murray Tigers advanc-,
ed into the finals by beating
Hoptown 3-1 in yesterdays
seminfinal game of the
regional tournament held in
Fort Campbell. Murray ac-
cumulated only two hits in the
course of the game and relied
on the poor pitching • by
Hopkin.sville for the boost
which gave them the win.
Taylor, who went the
distance for Murray, got off to
a bad start in the first inning
when Hoptown scored their
first and only run. He allowed
the defending Class AA girls
champ, returns a strong team
_to the state meet and is
favored over Barren Co.,




defending 880 and mile
champion, will return after
impressive victories in the
regional.
only three players to reach
base for the duration of the
game after the first inning and
ended pitching a three-hitter,
striking out ten and walking
ant) two.
-I wasn't quite loose and
curve was hanging," said
Taylor about his first inning
performance.
While. Murray's pitching
was good, Hoptown's pitchers
couldn't seem to find the plate
,as they went through three
pitchers for the game.
-Their wildness had a whole'
lot to do with our win," said
Murray Coach Cary Miller.
The third inning proved to
be the turning point for the
Tigers. Down by one run,
four-point runnerup in the
regionals to Lexington
Catholic, but features junior
Ronda Boyd, the defending
state champion in the 100, 220
and long jump.
Bardstown, Somerset,
Hancock County and Fort
Campbell also are expected to
be strong in Class A.
Today's competition
featured preliminary running
events to trim the field for
Saturday's finals, along with
finals in five field events.
Murray High started off by
getting two walks followed by
a sacrifice bunt and another
walk to load the bases with one
our. HopkinsvWe then made a
pitching change,. but the new
pitcher cOaldn't seem to find
the groove either
as he walked Bill Wilson and
Bob Thurman forcing in two
Murray runs.
Murray managed to get
their third rim in the fifth
inning after Thomas Kendall
Stole second then scored on a
single by Bill Wilson making
the final score, 3-1.
Although Murray managed
to tally only two hits for the
game, Coach Miller attributed
this to the slow Hopkinsville
pitching which "threw our
timing off."
"We've been used to batting
against faster pitching," he
concluded.
In the second game Thur-
sday, Christian County beat
Livingston County 6-3 to ad-
vance to the finals in the
region. Murray High and
Christian County will face
each Other for the chain.-
pionship at 4 p.m. today at
Fort Campbell Field.
When asked about today's
final game Coach Miller
stated that the team would
have to play much better
today than they did in
yesterday 's. game.
The winner of today's game
will advance to the "sub-
state" round which will in-
clude winners from the first,
second, third and fourth
regions. *
/PEGGED AT THIRD Murray's Thomas Kendall puts the tag on a Hopkinsville base now for
the last out of the gam after the rower attempted to steal third on a taught foul
Rivers Goes From Doghouse To Penthouse
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Mickey Rivers went from
the doghouse to the penthouse
in one quick jump.
MIS GIRL GOLFERS COMPLETE SEASON - Ilse Murray High girls golf team recently completed its season by finishing in third
Mace among ten teams is the regime' toornament held at Caldwell County. Winner of the tournament was Henderson with a 417
score followed by LOON Oak at 434 and MIS at 463. Scores for the Murray golfers were Velvet Jones 111; Christine Spann Ill;
Jolleth Oakley 111I and Use Claes 122. The Murray Nigh team his two eighth graders with the remainder Of the girls being fresh
awn. The teem is coddied by Jane Fitch. Left to right we Jolleth OokIty, Christine Spann, Lisa Clees, Becky Sisuffett, Velvet
Ames, Usalieth Steffens' Glenda fez.
Summer Bowling Leagues To
Start Soon. Following is a list of
league meetings:
Monday Night Men May M, 7:00p.m.
Monday Night Ladies  May 22, 7:00p.m.
Tuesday Night Jr. Aos up to 19)  June 6,6:30 p.m.
Thursday Night Couples May 25, 7:00 p.m.
Friday Morning Ladies May 26, 10:00 a.rn.





Clio nos AI And Bring To Corvette Loner
Bowl 1 Game at legator Price
Aml Bet Second Game Free
With This Ad! 'spires 5-4-10
Not Good on Tue. or Thurs. Nights
CORVETTE LANES
1411 Mk St 753-2202
  Pirates And Astros
Win In Little League
The Pirates collected 11 hits
on the way to 14-0 drubbling of
the A's in Little League action
Thursday night.
îñã Second game, ,the
Astros stopped the Cards 7-5.
Hal Orr pitched for the win-
ning Astros while the losing
pitcher was Parrish. The
cards had 29 players at bat,
collecting seven hits. The
Astros batted 30 with 12 hits.
The Pirates collected 11 hits
on 34 at bats, while 'the A's
sent 21 to the plate with four
hits.
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Rivers, whose feud with
New York Yankee Manager
Billy Martin made headlines
las.riieekend and resulted in
his consignment to the bench,
made a more positive kind of
headline Thursday night.
Thrust unexpectedly into
the lineup when Roy White
pulled up lame against the
Cleveland Indians, Rivers
responded with a tie-breaking
triple and two runs scored.
His contribution resulted in
a 5-3 victory for the Yankees
and no doubt ingratiated him
with Martin..
It was Rivers' first ap-
pearance in the lineup since
last Sunday's 10-9 loss to the
Kansas City Royals, a game
which stirred up the con-
troversy between Martin and
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Clii 10 21 _.323
Thursday's Games
California 9, Chicago 5
Milwaukee 8, Detroit 7
New York 5, Cleveland 3
Baltimore 5, Toronto 3
Minnesota 8, Kansas City 6
Texas 6, Oakland 4
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
'Baltimore ( Martinez 3-2, at
Cleveland ( Paxton 1-2), (n)
New York ( Tidrow 1-31 at To-
ronto (Jefferson 2-4), (n)
Boston Torrez 5-1) at Detroit
(Sykes 2-0), (n)
California tTanana 46-1) at
Milwaukee (Caldwell 3-2), tn )
Minnesota ( Thorrnodsgard 1-
5) at Kansas City ( Hassler 0-0),'
(fl)
. Texas (Ellis 2-2 and Medich
0-1) at Seattle Pole 3-4 and
Mitchell 2-31,2, in)
Chicago ( Kravec 1-3 or Wood
3-4) at Oakland iBroberg 4-21,
in)
Saturday's Games
New York at Toronto
Baltimore at Cleveland
Boston at Detroit
Minnesota at Kansas City
Chicago at Oakland -
California at Milwaukee, In)
Teas at Seattle, ( n )
Sunday's Games
New York at Toronto, 2




Rivers. Martin was upset over
what he considered Rivers'
lick of hustle, although the
outfielder claimed he was
bothered by an injury.
In other American League
action, the Texas Rangers
beat the Oakland A's 6-4; the
Minnesota Twins defeated the
Kansas City Royals 8-6: the
Milwaukee Brewers turned
back the Detroit Tigers 8-7;
the Baltimore Orioles out-
scored the Toronto Blue Jays
5-3 and the California Angels
trimmed the Chicago White
Sox 9-5. - --
Undefeated Ron Guidry won
his fifth straight game with
ninth-inning relief help from
Rich Gossage, who posted his
fifth save of the year. Guidry
gave up six hits, including
Minnesota at Kansas City
Boston at Detroit, 2
Chicago at Oakland, 2
Texas at Seattle









14 22 .389 6
WEST
22 12 .647 -
21 14 .600 1,2
21 15 .583 2
16 17 .485 .514
16 18 .471 6
13 20 .394 844
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati 3, Montreal 2
New York 8, Atlanta 7, 10 in-
nings
Philadelphia 8, Houston 5
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
St. Louis (Denny 3-1) at Chi-
cago (Roberts 0-0)
Pittsburgh ( Robinson 3-1 ) at
Montreal i May 2-4 ) , ( n )
Philadelphia ( Kaat 1-0) at
New York (Swan 1-2),in) 
San Diego (Jones 3-3) at Cli-
cinnati (Hume 2-5), n)
Atlanta ( Ruthven 2-3) at
Houston (Bannister 0-2), in)
San Francisco (Montefusco 2-
2) at li3S Angeles- (Rau 5:0 or
Rhoden 4-2), mm)
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia at New York
Pittsburgh at Montreal
St. Louis at Chicago
San Diego at Cincinnati, ft-n)
Atlanta at Houston, in)
San Francisco at Los Ange-
les, (fl)
Sunday's Games_
Philadelphia at New York
Pittsburgh at Montreal
St. Louis at Chicago
San Diego at Cincinnati, 2
Atlanta at Houston
San'Francisco at Los Angeles
Andre Thornton's two-run
homer in the fourth inning. It
was the first homer of Guidry
in 1221-3 innings.
Rangers 6, A's 4
Juan Beniquez drove in four
runs and had four hits as
Texas beat Oakland. Texas
catcher Jim Sundberg ran his
consecutive game hitting
streak to 17 with a fifth-inning
single. The streak, longest in
the American League this
season, tied a club record.
Twins 8, Royals 6
Mike wcubbage, Butch
lkynegar and Jose Morales
knocked in two runs apiece to
lead Minnesota over Kansas
City. The Twins scored five
runs in the third inning on a
two-out rally keyed by a two-
run single by Cubbage and
Morales' two-run pinch
double.
Brewers 8, Tigers 7
Sal Bandd's eighth-inning
sacrifice fly scored Paul
Molitor as Milwaukee, after
squandering a five-run lead,
struck back and snapped
Detroit's four-game winning
streak.
Molitor led off the eighth-
with a bunt single andreached
second on the play on a wild
throw by third baseman
Aurelio Rodriguez. After Cecil
Cooper sacrificed Molitor to
third, Bando lofted his fly to
right, breaking a 7-7 tie. -
Orioles 5, Blue Jays 3
Doug DeCinces drove in
three rims with two briers
and Pat Kelly smashed a two-
run double to pace Baltimore
over Toronto.
DeCinces, who has driven in
all eight of his runt this season
on homers, connected in the
fourth following a walk to
Eddie Murray to tie the score
at 2-2. His solo blast in the
eighth, hit fifth home run of
the season, provided the
Orioles with their final run.
Angels 9, White Sox 5
Don Baylor smashed a
grand slam home run and
right-hander Chris Knapp won
his fifth game as California
defeated Chicago.
Baylor's homer, his lath of
the season and second career
grand slam, climaxed a six-
run rally in the third inning






We've got the tough one - the Rolls Royce,
the Peterbilt of garden tractors - the
Case 446. 16 horses tough - hydraulic
arive - hydraulit_attachment lift. Takes
all the big attachments. 48" mower.
54" blade. 48" snowblower, 41" tiller.
A tough job tractor that'll tough it out
tor years and years.
Come in for a demonstration.
By ED SCHU
AP Sports
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SMASHING SERVE — Ashley Smock puts his tofilnifort into
a servo Miring • doubles match Thursday with Patna Tilgh-
man. Smock and his partner, Mickey Cochran were defeated by
the Paducah team of David Rudd and David Rowton 8-3.
Boys Lose To Tilghman
MHS Girls Tennis Team Finishes
Fifth Undefeated Seckon Rin-Ar
Tha Murray High girls
tennis team completed its fifth
regular season of undefeated
play with a 9-0 victory over
Paducah Tilghman Thursday
afternoon.
Winning singles scores for
the Murray team Thursday
were:
Candy Jackson over Sarah
Abell 8-2; Robyn Burke over
Ann Keiler 8-1; Carol Dick
over Becky Heath 8-4; Kathy
Outland over Laura Dyer 8-0;
Catherine Dick over Jane
Stairs 8-1; and Susan Stripling
over Julia Bunch 8-3.
In doubles competiton,
Jackson and Burke teamed up
to stop Abell and Dyer 8-4;
Carol Dick and Outland beat
Heath and Kieler 8-0; and
Catherine Dick and Ann Clark
stopped Ann Lilly and Stairs 8-
4.
• The win marked the last
regular season match for the
_ Tiger girls. Candy Jackson
and Robyn Burke will be
competing in doubles at the
regional tournament and
Carol Dick and Kathy Otitlanit
will be in the regional singles.
The regional tournament will
be held May 26-27 at Murray
State University and Murray
High School courts. The
Father And Son Trainers To
Meet In Preakness Saturday.
By ED SCHUYLER JR,
AP Spurts Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) —
"Working under my father
was like going to Harvard,"
says Albert Barrera, a college
dropout turned horse trainer
who will take on dad Laz and
favored Affirmed in Satur-
day's Preakness with an
outsider named' • Track
Reward.
The Preakness is considered
to be another "shootout"
between Affirmed and Alydar.
But it has a fresh touch in that

























Arttwoizoil Was Ilwrise Coat«
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
, 639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
meeting between the two
Barreras.
will invite my father into
the winner's circle with me,"
said 24-year-old Albert with a
broad smile before entering
Track Reward Thursday for
the 13-16-mile, $15000-added
Preakness at Pimlico.
But the Barrera most MEd,'
to do the inviting is 53-year-old
Laz, a two-time trainer of the
year who will be shooting for
his 20th stakes victory of 1978
in the Preakness.
• Affirmed, who has beaten
Alydar in five of seven
meetings including ' a
length victory in the Kentucky
Derby, was made the early
even-money favorite, with
Alydar second at 7-5. The third
choice, at 8-1, was Believe It,
who was third in the Derby
and is the only other Derby
starter in the field.
Track Reward is in the
longshot group, . with Noon
Time Spender, Indigo Star and
Dax S.
Albert Barrera started
going with his father to the
track when he was three and
worked for him summers
while in high school and
during three years at the
University of Miami, Fla.
He was majoring in
languages with a minor in
psychology at Miami, but the
race track was thick in his
blood. 
"What I'm doing now I
love," added Albert, who has
been training on his own and
has a stable Of about 20 horses.
"I douldn't change it for
anything. The foundation -I
haw he (his father) gave me.
That was the best college I
could have had."
Track Reward, owned by
Aisquith Stable and ridden by
Bernie Gonzalez, did not race
last year and has won three of
eight starts in 1978. Last
Sunday, he finished fifth in the
`onerilile Withers at Aqueduct
on a sloppy track which Albert
Of course, none of the other
Preakness 'contenders can
touch Affirmed's credentials.
The Harbor View Farm
chestnut, 'ridden by Steve
Cauthen, won seven of nine
starts in 1977, finished second
twice to Alydar, when he was
voted the 2-year-old cham-
pion. This year, he is 5-for-5
and has won more money,
$887,027, at this stage of his 3-
year-old season than any
thoroughbred in history. A
victory Saturday would make
him a millionaire.
If all seven go to the post
under 126 pounds each at 5:40
p.m. _EDT, the 103rd
Preakness would be worth
$188,700, with $136,200 to the
winner. ABC will televise
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Alydar's defeat in the Derby
was his first in five starts this
year. As a 2-year-old, the colt,
owned by Calumet Farm and
ridden by Jorge Velasquez,
won five of 10 starts with four
seconds.
Hickory Tree Stable's
Believe It, ridden by Eddie
Maple, has two victories, two
seconds and a third this year.
In 1977, he won four of nine
starts, ineluding a triumph
over Alydar in the Remsen.
Murray High girls are
coached by Lanette Hunt.
Boys Team Loses
The Murray High boys lost
to Tilghman by the score of 5-4
in yesterday's competition
The only matches won by the
boys team were in singles with
Mark Overbey winning over
David Rowton 8-4; Paul
Austin over Cecil Cooper 8-4;
Mark Austin over Kent Price
8-3 and Mike C,appock over
Pat Morello 8-1.
Tilghman's David Rudd
,defeated Ashely Smock 8-2;
and Robert Rudd beat MSH's
Mickey Cochran 9-7.
Tilghman won all three
doubles matches with the
•
'rk4
team of Rudd and Rowton
beating Smock and Cochran 8-
3; Overbey Ind Paul Austin
lost to Cooper and R. Rudd 8-4
and Harrell and Edwards lost
to Price and Morello 8-5.
The boys team is scheduled
to play one more match prior a
to the regional tournament.
REGIONAL DOUBLES TEAM — The Murray High School girls doubles teem of Robyn Burke (left
and Candy Jackson defeated Paudcah Tilghman's Sarah Abell and Laura Dyer 8-4 in a match
played here Thursday. Burke and Jackson will represent Murray High in Doubles competition in





What would you think if the
Washington Bullets had to
play the first couple of games
against Seatft In their
National Basketball
Association championship
series without Elvin Hayes?
Suppose he had a previous
engagement?
How would Manager Spa rky
Anderson react if Joe Morgan
took the next two weeks off
from the Cincinnati Reds to
play baseball in Japan?
And what if Guy Lafleur
missed Sunday's fourth game
of the Montreal-Boston
Stanley Cup series because he
was booked for a hockey clinic
in Moose Jaw, Sask.?
Would management greet
that news with a cheery "See
you later, guys," or would
something stronger be ap-
propriate?
It's all hypothetical, of
course, becauVellte all know
those things could never
happen in major league
sports. Right?
Wrong. The truth of the
matter is these things are
haPpening now in World Team
Tennis.
The WTT's struggle for
recognition and identification
Nicklaus And Player Tied For
Lead In Memorial Golf Tounrey
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio AP) — The
approaches of Jack Nicklaus
and Gary Player to the
Memorial Golf Tournament
are vastly different.
Their results — at least
temporarily --- are identical.
Nicklaus is performing in
only his eighth tour tour-
nament of 1978. Player,
meanwhile, has elected to
play 10 consecutive weeks.
The sport's two superstars
solved the water-logged
Muirfield Village layout — the
$8 million course Nicklaus
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under-par 67s and a tie for the
lead after Thursday's opening
round.
Five straight rainy days
forced officials to let the select
international field of 105 use
preferred fairway lies', the
third time this year.
It may have beekthe reason
for a tournament record of 27
sub-par scores for a round.
Nicklaus and Player were at
odds over that.
"When the fellas get their
hands on the golf ball and tee
it up," said Nicklaus, "you're
going to have good scores."
Player scoffed at the notion.
"I don't think it made any
difference. The players are
just getting better, my
friend," he said.
Non-winner Rex Caldwell,
last with 315 here in 1977,
fashioned a 68 this time, one
shot off the pace, and tied with
Tom Kite and Jim SimonS.
Thirteen players were
Tapis were at 70 going into
today's second round.
Roger Maltbie, the
inaugural winner here in 1976,
was_in_a_14-player logjam at
71. So was U.S. Open cham-
pion Hubert Green, the
Memorial runner-up last year.
Some of the game's glamour
names failed to whip par.
Tom Weiskopf matched it,
but Tom Watson struggled to a
fat 40 on the back side,
including two straight double
bogeys, for 73. Hale Irwin also
took a 73. Arnold Palmer had a
77.
Cook Honored
COLUMBIA, S.C. IAP ) -
Jack Cook, who guided
Marshall University to the
league championship, has
been unanimously selected the
1978 Southern Conference
baseball coach of the year.- knelled three strokes apart.— -CperttOnthelitiriadlilitatni!
- Ed Sneed; l'un tlniclaabY the league's head coach(Curs Strange had'69s, Bel?,bY sponsored by theot4outher, Nike hiorlaY- Mark Confertire Sports . MedLLir.• A ...4•• ,e/ Al..
:s complicated by individual
contracts that allow two of its
stars to take off for other
commitments in mid-season.
Vitas Gerulaitis left the New
York Apples last week to
compete in the World
Championship Tennis singles
final tournament, and he will
be gone again this weekend to
defend his crown in the Italian
Open. Me Nastase, who plays
for the Los Angeles Strings,
has a similiar clause in his
agreement with the WTT and




missioner of the WTT, the
problem has shrunk. There
was a time when the absentee
rate was really ridiculop.s.
Players like John Newcombe,
Ken Rosewall, Rod Laver and
Jimmy Connors were no
better than part-time
performers in the WTT's early
yearS. "We've come a Tong
way from where we were,"
said Buchholz. "We are aware
of this credibility factor, but
OSU In Lead
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) —
Oklahoma State's Lindy
Miller scored a first place 5-
under par 103 Thursday and
two of his teammates placed
second and third to lead OSU
to a 26-stroke first-round lead
in the Big Eight Golf Tour-
nament at Lawrence.
Miller carded 35-37-31 for 27
holes and- his teammates,
Britt Harrison and Arfael
Alarcon scored 105 and 108
respectively to give the
Cowpokes their impressive
lead.
Going into today's final
round, Oklahoma State's
nearest challenger is Colorado
with 454. Nebraska with 462,




(AP) — Michigan's No. 3
singles player, Brad Holland
was upset Thursday by un-
seeded Greg Hodgman of Iowa
6-3, 6-4 in the first day's
competition of the Big Ten
conference tennis cham-
pionships at Purdue.
All of Michigan's other
singles and doubles players
won their matches as did
Wisconsin's. In the first round
of the three-day meet, the
Badgers led with 31 points
kollowed by .Miehigan with27, _
lows.81, lYftnne,ota and Mtn
State tied with 14, Michigan
State •7. Northwestern. 7,
•n I .1.. •„ ie.
that's the politics of tennis.”
Speaking of tennis, Hank
Greenberg has become a star
in the sport and is one, of the
most sought after doubles
partners in the annoal
Dewar's Cup tournament,
held each June in Las Vegas.
Greenberg, 67, is the senior
citizen among the young
athletes who play in this
popular competition, but he
still has won five of the first
seven tournaments.
'I'm steady,' said
Greenberg. "I keep the ball in
play and I make my points on
my opponents' errors."
Once, the powerful
Greenberg was paired with
tiny track star Francie
Larrieu, who runs fast but
never will challenge at
Wimbledon. They played a
couple of the tournament's,
heavyweights, Rick Barry and
Lynn Swann in a four-point,
one serve apiece match.
"I needed two victories to
qualify for the semifinals,"
Greenberg recalled. "I told
Francie to just lob the ball
high, head for the net and
duck." Larrieu followed or-
ders and the Mutt 'n Jeff team
won three of the four points.
BALLET PERFORMANCE — Candy Jackson of the MHS girls
tennis team looks like a ballet performer on her follow-through
on this shot during yesterday's match with Paducah Tilghman.
Murray won the match 9-0 to finish its fifth straight un-
defeated regular season.
11111111110101111Miller 




American Legion baseball tryouts will be held at the
Murray Nigh School field at Holland Stadium (corner of 8th
end Poplar Streets) Saturday, May 20 at 2 p. m.
All boys ages 15 to 18 are eligible to tryout for the team.
Manager of this year's team is Cleo Sykes. Head coach will
be Randy Oliver and Bill Cherry will be assistant coach.
This year's team will play a 44-game schedule with the
season opening being against Fort Campbell at home on June
7. There will be two overnight road trips daring the year.
Bullets And Sonics
To Clash-Sunday
SEATTLE (AP) --- Paul
Silas, a 14-year National
Basketball Association
veteran, already has two
championship rings in his
collection.
But the Seattle SuperSonics'
reserve forward says that,
beating the WaPiington
Bullets for this season's title
would be the highlight of his
career.
"If we win the next series,"
said Silas, "it's going to be the
biggest win of my career. We
came this far, I don't see why
we can't go all the way.
' "I'm looking to win the
championship ... because we
can."
The Sonics, dismissed as
even a playoff possibility after
a 5-17 start this season, capped
their long Climb to the
Western Conference cham-
pionship with a rousing 123-108
victory Wednesday night over
the Denver Nuggets.
The victory gave Seattle a 4-
2 edge In the best-of-seven
series with the Nuggets and
propelled them into the NBA
final against the Bullets,
champions of the Eastern
Conference.
Game 1 of the best-of-seven
championship series will be
played Sunday at the
Coliseum,. where the Sonics
have won 20 straight games,
including eight in the playoffs.
"They the Bullets) came
through a lot of adversity,
too," said Silas. -It should be
a good series. They have as
much, or more rebounding
strength. We possibly have a
little more quickness."
Seattle Coach Lenny
Wilkens, who took over last
Nov. 30 when the Sonics were
mired in the Pacific Division
cellar, has downplayed the
homecourt advantage in
recent weeks. But he admits
that having the edge against
the Bullets "is super. The
home fans are great. They get
your adrenalin going."
flag
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25 Lasses Entered
Miso Marcy Dawn Marine will
complete her reign as Kentucky Little
' Illis-1977, Sunday afternoon, May 21,
'el she turns her crown over to Ken-
tucky Little Miss-1978, at the Third
Annual Kentucky Little Miss Pageant.
Marcy is the daughter of Don and
Carole Marine, Murray.
The pageant activities will begin at
2:30 pm., at Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State University Campus. The
pre-pageant activities willjake place
Saturday, May 20, with individual in-
terviews of each contestant with the
judges beginning Saturday morning.
'Rehearsal for the pageant will be held
Saturday afternoon with a punch party
for all the contestants to follow.
The pageant' is being sponsored by
the Tau Phi Lambda Society, with Mrs.
Robert Ann) Spann serving as
chairperson of the activities.
Each contestant will be judged by
out-of-state judgei based on a point
system according to natural charm,
poise, and beauty. The new Kentucky
Little Miss will represent the
Commonwealth of Kentucky at the
National Little Miss Pageant in June, in
Roanoke, Virginia.
The wumer—d- the—Ketitlielty Little
Miss pageant will receive. a $100
savings bond, an ID bracelet, a tran-
sistor raido, a Halt portrait, the
Kentucky Little Miss-1978 crown,
trophy, and bouquet. The New Ken-
tucky Little Miss will have all National
Little Miss Pageant registration fees
for herself and her mother paid by the
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority.
First, Second, Third and Fourth
runners-up will receive a $25 savings
bond, an- WO portrait, trophy and
bouquet_
All contestants entering the pageant
will receive a participation trophy,
participation certificate, an autograph
bock, a -golden goose egg, a free
program, a nosegay, and will be ap-
pointed as Honorary' Pages to the
General Assembly by Governor Julian
Carroll.
Contestants that will be competing
for the title of Kentucky Little Miss 1978
are as follows:
Julia Gay Baker, 7, daughter. of
Beverly Baker, Murray; Melissa Anne
Barlow, 6,  daughter_ of Karen &id
Johnny Barlow, Calvert City; Millie
Dee Bowman, 8, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Bowman, Nortonville;
Andrea Crick, 6, daughter of Jim and
Vicki Crick of Murray;
Gabrielle Lynn Gayheart, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gary Gayheart of
Frankfort; Kristi Lynn Graham, 5,
daughter . of Mr. ' and Mrs. Jerry
Graham of Murray; Tonya Renee
Hack, daughter of Sandra and James
Hack of Paducah; Rachel Renee
Hammock, daughter of Mickie and Bill
Hammock of Fulton;
Tammy Jean Hill., 6, daughter of
Kenneth and Diana Hill of Paducah;
Laura Leanne Hughes, 5, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy C. Hughes; Pamela
I
1,,Rosalie Hutson, 7, daughter of Betty
Allbfitten of Murray; Karen Sue
Jewell, 8, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Jewell of Princeton; DeAnn
Michelle McCusiton, 8, daughter of
Keys and Janice McCuiston of Murray;
Teresa Lynn Peck, 6, daughter of
gerald and Rhonda Peck of Benton;
Jennifer Ann Peyton, 8, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Peyton of Dawson
Springs; Melissa Kay Rash, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Rash of Hick-
man; Stacy ,Elizabeth Rash, 5,
daughter of Danny and Kaye Rash of
Hickman; Tiffany Jean Riley, 5,
daughter of Bonnie and Joe F. Riley of
Clavert City;
Shelia Gene Scott, 9, daughter of
Shiriey Scott of Murray; Elizabeth Ann
fitoort.8, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
&nail or Scottsville; Jamie Lynn
Tinsley, 9, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Tinsley of Paducah; Dawn
Evangeline Walrath, 5, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles and Katherne
Walrath of Murray;
Stephanie White, 8, daughter of the
Rev and Mrs. Dan White of Hickman;
Shelly Workman, 6, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Danny E. Workman of
Murray: Stefanie Dawn Yates, 6,
daughter of Earl Wayne and Jutta
Yates of Marion.
Tickets for the pageant may be
Lassassitpurchased at the door at $2.00 for adults
, and $1.00 for students. Pageant
souvenir programs will be on sale for
fifty cents. All proceeds from the
pageant will be used for local service
projects performed by the sorority.
Mrs. Spam said the sisters of the
 - - local chapter wished to express their
appreciation to all contestants, spon-
sors, advertisers, donators.. parents,
and any others who helped in any way
for the pageant.
• •





















HRE CHIEF GRADUATES — Murray Fire Chief Jackie D
Cooper was among 151 candidates for graduate degrees
Athittrr_ilY 5Stb spring commencement
ewerrite May 11 - MI6 fives at 212 south 16th
Street, received a master's degree in vocational technical
















































How Many. Times HasYour
Mortgage Loan Interest Rate



















Your Authoriled STARCRAFT 411F Dealer
Hwy. 9 Fast 4 mi. Fast l of Murray 753-0605
Bibles 8. Church Supplies
Reference 8. Inspirational Books













• C omploto Automatic Trensmission Service
*front End Aligwviogy
• Complete Tows-wp & Repair Service299 S. Ttli -














Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1439
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Keating, Ku Conditioning, Sheet Meted









106 Se. 130 St.





J.W. WILHAM - MGR.
Ski Beat and Pontoon Boat Bimetal
Ky. Lwite State Park Ph. 474-2245
*AA, ma chats
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Ow Dolicieas Beef and Hain Sandwiches




South 12tis St. • Murray














Mowry 's Most Complete Deportment Store
IMF Stokes Tractor 8.
I-7- Implement Co. J
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Tobers, Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday"
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Comitioniong -Homing Comaparcial Illohigerwien
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE





Evening Worship 11:11 p.m.
• IMMAIIIIIR
Morning Worship 1110Iam.
Craning Worship 1:30 p.m
MY WM




lierMitteningI rehip 11:110 ea.
6:10p.m.









treeing Worship 7:30 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship 11-00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday &heel 9.45 a.m.
Morning wart* 10:45am.
Singing. Zweedne Were. 5.30, 6 : 00 p.m.
KOOO RIVER
Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Evening Worship 630 p.m
RIRIESET OAPTIST
Morning Worship II 00 a in
Evening worahlp 7: 30 p.m.
• - 1111111111AL BAPTIST
MormIN(Weridp 10:50a.m.
-1Weinied.Wership- • ----
Nil MT. cum AIISSISNART
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening worship 700 pm.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6-45 p.m.
MERRY CORNER
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE
Miming Worship 11.00.. at
ginning Worship 11'45 p in.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship . 11:011a.m.
Evades Worship 7:111p.m.








EvenineWerlhiso 5 30 p m &6 00 p.m.
NOWT NOM Fatima BAPTIST




1st Sunday 2-00 p.m.














Evening Worship 7 -00 p.m.
OIESTIIUT STREET GIVERAL











Morning Worship 11 : 00a.m.
Everung Worship 7:00 p.m.
ST.JONNIAPT1STCNUROI
10: 45 a.m.Morning Worship
Sunday School 930a.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST meal
Wednesday Service 7 00 p.m
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service II. CO a .m





Nightly Service 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD U5$10140.17 RAPIST
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m.













Evening Service 6:00 p.m.
0111101 Of JESUS MUT
Of LATTER DAY SAMS
Woodman of World Bldg.
Sundsy School 10:40 CM.
Evening Service 430 p.m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mas.s El a m., 11 a m 4 30p m
Satteday Mass 6 30 p m
CHRISTIAN sacra
SIVIKIS
Farmer Ave and 17th St.. Murray, Ky




Bible Lecture 11: X1 a .m.
ST. 1011153 EPISCOPAL
Worship Halt 9:45 a.m.
march School 11:03•.m
KANA111111. LUTHERAN
Sunday School 9 15 a m
Morning worship 10 30 am
MGM DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat. 10 Ma.m.




Ow hewn essimasioloss- Throagh malty years et hard work. yoo ham homed
many of the worworo, hot 1114.1‘ Opporimoly, yeti Moor lesroal how to sok quasaloos.
Oste ad you praiser wry oor roomy probloots by dismoorlm,
alai estimerol at 011081,0•111 01 laborgy. Odom Mow its • way so promos its tiosoortiosi
of sow amoral reseuereso Groat polltiral Wiwirm may mom op with soludemoI. or
aasiaceo ossorals west.
Nom el tom follow innion asw hoc. oh doe answore hew problems bet tboy
mopertom opsottem and dun will woothowe to swain dr wisdom









Bitie Study _liana- LOCUST GROVE 01111181-- -Worship Service 10:40 am. Al p in. ktorninialirship 11: 00 a.m.Wed Worship 7:20 p.m. Sunday 10:111a.m
1.4.7/1 .1= 510 pm
5:31ipm








Evening Worship 6700p m.
UNION NOVI
Morning Worship 10:50 a m
Evening Worship 6:00pm
SEVENTH & POUR
Worship Service 10:40 am.
Evening Worship 6: 014.10.
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service 1050 a .m
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m
PlEASOJET VALUE
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m
SECOND STRUT
Morning Worship 10 45 sin
Evening Worship 6.10 p.m
minessine
Sunday School 10 OD a rn








Morning Worship 10 50 a m
Evening Worship 6 00p in
RUM OIHROI
Of OltIST
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 10.50 a m










10 00 a m
11 00 a m
6 00 p m
MURRAY mica
%relay School 9 - 45 a .m
Morning Worship 1045 a mN Y P S Worship 515 p.m
Evening Worship , 6 00 p.m
Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m
Presbyterian





Sundoy School 1:45 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a.m.
OAX GROVE
Sunday School 10:111 ann.
Worship Services. . 11 a.m.,/ pm.
NOWT PLEASANT
Morning Worship I1-00 .m.
Evening Worship 7:06p.m.
ROT PRESSYTEMAN
Church School 9 30 a m.
Worship Service 10 40a m.
Pentecostal
/IMO INKRITS
Morning Worship 11.09 sm.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m,
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10:011a_no.
Worship Services 11(00 a_m., 6:10 p-rn.
CALVARY TEAM
Sunday School 10:10•m.





• Eldlive rung 7:110 p.m.
Thigh late 709 pm.





















Norm Marano Greed", kiep-Pater Wow,
Tap Ousaffey Used Cars
INN Calduntor Ed. Phew 753-1644S
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312










Sunday School 10:00 a  m
Keel Purchase Tire
Tour Complete Tire Service Car._
-We Service Thom AN - Large sr Stearu
Max Keel
806 Colshvater Rd. 753-7111
If God is
Your Parnter,
Make Your Plans Large
Blackford House
Unfinished Furniture
Gifts For All Occasions
Clothes
1804 Coldwater Rd. (121 Bypass) 753-8660
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Service 8 Soles Ports








Flowers For All Occasions
Funeral Arrangements - House Plants
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
Love Is,





1206 Chestnut St. 753-2997
Old Carriage House
Open Moe. tire Thews. 7 e.m.dlial.











Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Can
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and lorry Hole
F4Y7 1,th 1334214
Sunday Scheel 111:110 am.
Morning Weed* 11:00 a.ra.




Worship Service 11:00 am. lit Atnd
10:01 a.m. 3rd at 4th, Sunday
















Church School 1045 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
10:00 a.m.urch School
Worship Service 11 00 a .m
Evening Services: Worship 6- 30 p.m
Worship Sea)trvirSceCall""1111101 CO a .m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a .m
Worship 11 Warn .6 00p.m
MT. HIBIROH
Worslup Service 10 Wan:. I st Sunday &
11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
11.00 a.m. l• Sunday - 10:00 a.m. End,
3rd, k 4th Sunday
AL rtWorship Se..Jalee a.m. Did Sunday:
11.00 a.m. 4th illenday, ROW* School
10.00 a.m 1st, Brd, is Maw* : 11:00









isle 3rd Sunday 11:10a.en.
2nd & 4th Sunday 111111am
Dressing 6:011
SOREN PLEASANT BIM
Sunday School 11 45a.m.Morning Worship 10.45 a .m
Evening 7 00 Dm.
SIOWY's CHAPEL WWII
Sunday School le.00






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager





& Motor Sales, Inc.
"Your Superior Muffler
619 So. 4th 8 Exhaust Dealer"_ . 753-6831
Love is Love's Reward
Bel-Air Decor
Unfinished Furniture
One Day Latex Antiquing
Stains-Paints
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-3642
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - lit. 2
641 South 753-5966
Gallimore's Restaurant




The lawn & Garden Center
Murray
Mayfield Hwy. (111) 753-3000
Fills Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Nis Concrete
F,ast Main Street 753-3540-
Kentucky lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS Of SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
meenry Se...og Gratei




No 4th Street Phone 753-1921
••••••••• Tiny-Tot-Day frart-7:-.









Sales and Service •
Mrsu09,t53-5101 " 20318.-81111.
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Schedules For The Week Of May 20-May 26



















7 :SO - %Mak Shores
7:311 Speed Buggy
7:00 - Nem 11•011
Plummy





11:1111- AK Short Stem
-
7:00 - Ness 110111
pulp"
-








1 I :1111 - Wmkiiiiisl Spc.



















12:30- Fawns "is 




siss- WerW of kits
5:31111- Nein
6:1110 - LICOTOOKII We&
7:00- Peel Lye., Sp.
7:30- Op Petticoat
_






1 AM -Spotlight OIL
School
1:30-Fos City











2:08 - Asia: hem Nona
te Mere?
401- Proolosess
CM - Lev obese
1:1111- 41111-11emie
Porter Waseass
230 - Mem. Golf




7:1111- Pad trails So
1:110 - lave lest
9:00- Feather Is
MNewsVI -









4:04 - Car S4
4:31-Pop, Cams the •
Ca.
5 IA - Perter Wispamor
3:30 -lasebeille Mes.
6:00-Scam al 6
630 - Bort' s Nash.









4:30 -$be Ns Ms
5:00 -Csairad Careen
5: JO - Eyewitness News
6:00 - Nee Neu
700 - Jeff 'mom
I, Ds - Co Spec Marie
-News 10:00











7:00- Project U. F. 0.







4:00 - Noe Haw
7,00 7enws.as




11:30 - Nashville all the
Rd.
I 2:00 - Gaul News
12:30- Price is Right






























1:00 - lied. Rascals
II:30 - 11the Stooges
9: X - Res Nosabard
10:30 -CM- Newt-
$:30 - Oral Relaerts
9,10_ Gmei sr.
10:00 - Grape Ape
10:30- Animas, Alm-
als
11:00- Ism** & Alta.
-eisater





9100 - Orel 11•10101
9:3° -1•019t "ru
10:30- tt Is Writtes
11:00- Y trer Mira
1130-G. Ted Ar-
1120- Palma Dec

































" '3° -Melt 141. Pr.85-111011-1Mis
1216-1•9111291












4:30 -UM if the Wild
3:00 Scotia
6:00-60 Albake





00 °el" 311•61-0 1111-Nsw-lbstMos.-
,6410- Nerdy BOYS
-Sway























'co -AWN • "Ibia•
11,10." -
10:00-News
10:30 - 'WWI Reports
11:00 -Face Nth Nation
11:30-News
12:00 -Dr aye* FIIIMINI







7:00- AI in Ma hat
7:30- Alke



























6:00 - IMO barmy
7:10- Teary






















1:30 -Oa Lel •




iii:0_, mew 0 kw.
10:100.-basaggg
'---traw=vq-taba--
800-(11PC 16 .___._"1"9.00 - Tattlymenos
9:30- Price is Right
10,30 -love of life






































3: 30 _ Ga.
12:115-Mws
12:30-World Tons
1:30 - Goking light
2:30-lath. Imlay
3:00-Match Genie 77
3:30 - Awed Moak
'I,m im Us 11116,-
• ear .
5. Jo- Wed Uri=
6:00- Nerdy Boys
7:M - New 11th Wee







2:00 - Another Wink
3:00-For Richer
3; 11 - Mickey Mouse
COO- Wary
4; 31_ lay Thrim so"
S:00- lowitched
5:30-MK News















4:00 - tittle Rascals
4:30-Andy GM**




TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WIIGE-2









9:00- RIMY nu bed
WPSD-6
6:30 - Pop p..' '8. Ca
7:00 - little Heirs e
KFVS-12
a: 30 - Viewpoint
7:00 - baby, I'm Bock
7: 38 - Mem. Night
Meehan
:MI -
7 :76 - Mee Night
lasaball
UN- Men, Toe
ow lei.' 1730-M. A. S. N.
1:00- Din Gorse
1:00 -1A•vis "Just Tots
and Me"































TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY .
i
WNGE-2










6:30- Tel The Trait






7:00 -CIS Film "Vas




11110-C810/7 4 sir t.-_1618-11aea
8011111-11ds Curs* 700 - Arils" Assisi
40„ AA. ... __ -4
PI.
_1:00 - Dan (Arse _




10.30 - Caustry Mimic
*weeds











10:30 - The Rookies
11:30-Mews











TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:10- Nem* That Time
1,51 Is bough
WSIL-3










6:30 - Mimes( Sher
7:00 - Stumpy's lce-light
11:00 Oserfie's Male 0:00-Cbgr4Irt Alga
1:00"Roster Clapham'




















_ 2:00 -Sir OH
10:00 - News
10:30- Tonight





I 2:30 -• Late News
. _
U
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY





8 4. - am. .° 45
Ike- Toil The Tr.*
740-1Vaireas
11:011 - MA ca Gclait•
ade-Meety Itellirs
7:011- Chips











9' X1 --- wk." NW
rows














II 48 _ a.,,,, of 45














7:00 - Osimed Prelim
101 - AK Movie
,
WSIL-3




7:00 - Carat Time
-mop Above Nouy••
7,30 - CPO Sharkey
_ 
WPIF-5









9:011- Calends C. I.10:00* Mews -
ILA -.Lowe 081108,..101163112-411 01ms











10:30 - Tealskt Shim
11,100-011441/14j11.












Mit -110N - 'Vali;
lairs ef Dieetk'
National Public Radio and
Flemish language DiVision of
Belgian Radio and Television
have combined-resources to
co-produce a radio revival of
George and Ira Gershwin's
musicla "Lady, Be Good!"
Recorded in Brussels last
December, the production was
directed by Broadway com-
poser-conductor Lehman
Engel. RCA Red Seal Records
Vice President Thomas Z.
Shepard served as producer.
8:30 p. in. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
The lineup _consists of Jazz
Revisited followed by Jazz
Alive at 9:00. Contemporary
jazz is next on Jazz Horizons
at 10:30 with an artist feature
at midnight.
Monday, May 22
7 a. in. FM In The A. M. The
all new wake up program on
WKMS. Along with adult
contemporary music you can
hear local and national news,
weather & sports along with
regular reports on the arts.
Heard Mo'nday through
Friday.
9 a.m. "Peach Creek, West
Virginia" The saga of the
residents of 0 West Virginia
town attempting to avert a
potentially dangerous
situation which may destroy
their homes.
7p, in. Options In Education
Options in Education goes to
college for part 3 of this four-
part series on current issues in
higher education.
WK AS 25 Morehead  
. . .VIKMU 21 Cowan Creek-Bala .. . WKGB 53 Murray-Mayfield . 
-114VCVN -54 Owienton 
VVKZT 23 Pikeville 
WK HA 35 Somerset 
INK LE 46
WKMJ 68 TRANSLATORS
WKMA 35 Barbourville  12
6:00/5:05 NOVA ''Across the
Silence Barrier" An exploration
of the world of deafness. (Cap-
tioned) _
7:00/6:00 NATIONAL GEO-
GRAPHIC SPECIAL , "The
-Animals Nobody Loved" "Var-
mintc_attheArnesican_West-- -
. 8:00/7:00 TOUR EN LAIR
AND BALLET ADAGIO Doc-
umentrary depicting the corn-
'pies relsitionship between Cana-
dian ballet dances& David and
Anna Maria Holcries. IA)
9:00113:00 SHIFG A SIGN The
beauty of sign language and the
_creative talents-ot Abe deaf- are:-
demonstrated in this perfor-
mance by members :of the Na-
tional ThLater of the Deaf.
f.Signed) •
9:30.18:30 THE SILENT MI-
NORITY Exploration of -widely
held misconceptions about the
deal. (Captionedl
10:00/9130 SOUNDSTAGE
-....."Bee Gees --Yvonne Elliman'













Alaska's bush country and the
-Kodiak bear. 1R1







MANCES: LIVE FROM LIN-
COLN CENTER ''The American
Ballet Theater" (Three Hours)
5 :00/4:00 MEETING OF
MINDS Steve Allen presents
Atilla the Hun Emily Dickin-
so , OaCteo Cflaires DarWin .
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Tomatoes
6:30/5:30 GED SERIES "Math
VI Percents and Interest"
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES -Math
VW-Graphs-
7:30/6:30 BOOK BEAT "Per-
WKMS Highlights
a. a. "The Great
Ameileli Pleasure Railway"
An affectionate tribute to
rollercoasters.
7 p. m. Options "In-
vestigative Journalism" Dave
Offer, an investigative
reporter with "The Milwaukee
Journal" and one of the
reporters who went to Arizona
to work on the investigative
reporters and editors team t*
investigate organized crime in
Arizona and the murder of
reporter Don Bolles., tells of
-his experiences working on
this teamo
p.m. Nightflight Four
hours of commercial free
album fpck heard Tuesday.
Saturday. At midnight on the
FM 91 album hour we will
feature the Roy Buchanan
album "You're Not Alone."
Saturday, May 20
p. m. Music& di Camera
The eighth and final program
in a series featuring music
from the International
Chamber Music Festival. This
week compositions by
Shostakovich and Frank are
performed by the Quintette
Pro Arte de Monte Carlo from.
Monaco. Also the music of
Morawetz and Beethoven will
be performed by the Oxford
String Quartet from Canada.
7 p. in. Earplay "Priest-
Penitent" A comical and
insightful view of religious
ritual.
II p. in. Backroads
Something new to late-nite
programming at WKMS. This
program incorporates a
mixture of progressive
country, bluegrass and blues.
Sunday, May 21
2:15 p. in. Guitar Notebook
"Flamenco!" World
reknowned flamenco guitarist
Carlos Montoya talks about
his astonishing success as
the first flamenco guitarist to
make an impact on the
American public. We also
hear from Carlos Ramos, well
known to the afficionado in
both Spain and the U.S.
5 p. m. Voices In The Wind
-Art and Money" In this
special arts month program
Oscar Brand takes a look at
the art collector, _ he art
business manager, the
National Endowment for the
Arts and the successful artist
& the starving artist.
6:30 p. Fasincating
Rhythm" The Making-'d f Lady
Be Good. NPR has assembled
a special program
documetting the-production of
the radio revival of the 1924
Gershwie musical. The
program offers a rare audio
glimpse into the highly
technical subtleties of the
actual production of a musical
for radio, and the sometimes
tortuous steps involved in the
process of completing such a
project.
8 p. in. "Lady Be Good"
Ashland 
BowlintGreen. . .  
Covington 
El1zibethtoWfl 




Eastern Central Times 
8 30.7 30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30





p.00/4 00 MISTER ROGERS
IVEIGHBORHOOD 
-
9:31 /4-30 ELECTRIC COM-
PAMY
6:00/500 KEA SPELLING
BEE The final competition in
thil.Klintucky Education Associ-
ation's annual spelling contest.








9-00/8:00 WAR AND PEACE
New Beginnings Dolohov, a
noted duelist, provokes Pierre.
"rho has never fought t duel, in
him
10!00/9•00 SYMBIOSIS A dra
-riatic ballet portraying the rela
:ionship between Man and tech






12 30 p.m./1 1:30 4,m. NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 9E0 SERIES
•'Math IV: Rounding Off Num-
bens ''
1 30/1 2:30 GED SERIES
'Math V Percents"










CHEF -The Good Loa!"
4:30/3:30 ' IN SEARCW-OF
THE REAL AMERICA (R)
5:00/4:00, CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Homes-Air Travel-
Music" (Captioned) (R)
530/4:30 TURNABOUT "Sin:
gle-Handed" A view of the sin-
gles lifestyle. (Captioned) (R -
Jury: The Hiss-Chambers Case"
by Allen Weinstein
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE
PITTSBURGH "Mozart as Key-
board Prodigy" • Previn appears
.a,s both 'conductor end pianist
and talks about the musical
-genius o44ricrrart (RV
9 :00/8 : 00 MASTERPIECE.
THEATRE: OUR MUTUAL
FRIEND Everyone is searching
for Lizzie. Eugene Wrayburn will
use any means, and the school-
master Headstone has his own
methods.
10:00/9.:00 WAR AND PEACE
 "New- Beginnings- Dototiov pro-
vokes Pierre, who has never




8:30/7:30 a.m. .to 3:30/2.30





5:00/4:00 I'LL DO IT First
in a five-program series to let
pre-school children interact with
their television sets. (Mr. Rogers




6:30/5:30 FORE! First in a
five-program series for golfers
(Next week "Love Tennis': will
appear at this time )
700/6:00 THE MACNEIL
LEHRER REPORT
7 - 30/6.30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7.00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Pregnancy and
Childbirth" •
8:30/7:30 TURNABOUT
"What's Happening to Dick and
-Jane," A girl soccer player -and
a boy ballet dancer show that
sexual stereotypes are diminish-
ing.
9:00/8:00 MEETING OF
MINDS Charles Darwin explains
his theoriel,_ Erniiy_Dickinson,
Galileo and Attila the Hun. (RI
10:00/9:00 THE ORIGINALS
"Eudora Welty- Last of three
parts on writer Welty. She reads
from "The Petrified Man."
10:30/9:30 THE SAINT-GALY




8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3.30/2:30
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO
GRAMMING
3 30/2 -30 LILIAS, 'YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5.00/4 -00 I'LL DO IT




9 a. Ni.. "SL-CluisloPher's
Hospice" This award-winning
show reports on a unique
hospital devoted solely to care
of the terminally ill.
7 p.m. Options "The Art Of





9 a.m. "Elly Ameling,
Singer" Fred Calland talks
with this great lieder artist
about some of the secrets of
her international success. •
p. in. Options "Earle





7 p. in. Pauline Frederick &
Colleagues This week's guest
Is Chancellor Bruno Kriesky,
Head of State from Austria.
The chancellor was in New
York to attend the special U.
N. General Assembly Session
on disarmament. He is a
leading spokesman on
European affairs and .was
recently quoted as saying that
he believes there is no such
thing as -Eurocommunism."
7:30 p. in, Murray Common
Council WKMS News & Public
Affairs Director Jesse Young
provides gavel to gavel
coverage of the regularly
scheduled meeting of the
Murray Common Council.
WKIMR 38 Boston- BuSlor  54
NIKON 52 Falmouth  56
WKPI 22 'Llassiss '10
WKSO 29 Pinevill• 
Whitesburg  66
6:30/530 FORE!
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC SPECIAL "A Connec-
ticut Yankee 1 n King Arthurr-
Court" Adapted from Mark
Twain's nowg, ibis is the story
of Hank Morgan, a 19th Centu-
ry factory boss who fonds him -
sell in King Arthur's Court. (One
hour/
.9:00/8:00 TV ON TRAIL
Ronney Zamore, 15, Was con-
victed in Thi "uneo-sioes
cation" murder of his 82-year-
Old neighbor. The Miami trial
was the first in the country to
be Videotaped and broadcast
without approval of the partici-
pants. Two-hour special high-
lights from that trial.
WEDNESDAY MAY 24
Eastern/Central Times 
830/7:30 a.m. to 3:3 /2:30




4 :00/3:00 SESAME STREET





700/6.00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Insect
Alternative" Alternatives to the
use of chemical pesticides.
9.00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES "Uncommon Women
and Others'', by Wendy Wasser-
stein. The lives of a group of
young women, classmates from
Mt. Holyoke College. (This pro-
gram will not be repeated on
Sunday)
10:30/9:30 KENTUCKY ON-
STAGE "High School Drama
tics"
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Soliscribers who twee reot
received their leasse-dolivera
copy of His Alarm Usher
Taos by 3:30 p.m. Ihrmser '-
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. Satur-
days it. wiped te OM 733-1916
between 31311 p. mad I
Meedey-Fridess, or 330 pm.
and 4p. es. Saturdays, te Wore
lialreety of the newspaper. Cells
men he pieta by 6 p.m. ...a•
airs it 4 p.m. Saturdays te
guaroutthe delhthry
Special On Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town,
Large Selection of Country

















The largest Seler ficin of Topes and %)bom; in This Area
TV Service Center
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NEW OFFICER: Douglas B. McCann, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. McCann, Route 1,
Kirksey, has his bars pinned on by his mother, left, and his wife, the former Marilyn
McKenzie, after being commissioned a second lieutenant in the U. S. Army May 13
upon completion of his four-year training with the Reserve Officers Training Corps
program at Murray State University.
SMILING NEW NURSES — Five nursing graduates in the 1978 class at Murray State
University are all smiles as they chat with Dr. Martha Erwin (third from left), acting
chairman of the Department of-Nursing, following the traditional pinning ceremony on
Friday evening. May 12. Shown are (from left) Kathy Ford of Benton, Carolyn Brown of
Mayfield, Ginger Carrico of Fancy Farm, Vicky Carter of Murray, and Tena Clemmons
of Mayfield. They were among 46 nursing graduates awarded degrees on Saturday
during the 55th annual spring commencement exercise on the campus.
Routine Training Flights End
ith Pile Of Charred Rubble
By LES SEAGO
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. AP.) —A
pair of routine training flights
being routinely handled by air
traffic controllers ended in a
pile of charred rubble and six
dead men near Memphis
International Airport.
Three Saudi Arabian pilots'
training to fly the Falcon
Fanjet under a contract with
the Saudi government and a
Memphis man taking his first
flying lesson in a Cessna 150
trainer were among the
victims of the Thursday
collision.
"Everything was normal ...
just like we do all the time,"
said James Wright, chief of
the Federal Aviation
Administration's control
tower at the airport 'TAW
something went wrong."
One witness said he heard
an explosion seconds after
gazing up at the Falcon. "I
usually look up at a plane
when it comes over, so I
looked up at it ... There was
nothing wrong with it then,"
Stevie Golden said. "I looked
up again and the plane was
half in two, in flames a
falling."
The Falcon landed on its
back in a muddy field and
burned. Pieces of the Cessna
were scattered over 200 yards.
Killed were John Mitchell,
the instructor pilot in the jet;
D.M. Conaway, 28, the in-
structor in the Cessna; and
Steve Norman, 22, a student




Safety Board team flew to
Memphis to investigate the
accident which was believed
to be the first in-air collision
near the Memphis airport.
Wright and Jack Barker, an
FAA information officer from
Atlanta, said they would not
speculate err the cause of the
accident until tape recordings
of radio communications
between the control tower and
the planes were reviewed.
Investigators also will check
computer tapes, recreating on
radar screen the planes'
paths.
Barker said the Falcon,
owned by Flight Safety
International, was on a local
instrument flight plan which
involved practice instrument
approaches to one of the
airport's. two north-south
.5
Barker said the Falcon had
just completed one approach
and was flying back to the
north for another when the
collision occurred at about
2.000 feet. The Cessna was
eastbound and was being
guided by controllers for a
landing to the west.
Both planes were in radio
communication with the
tower, Barker said, but the
Cessna was in contact with a
tower controller while the
Falcon was, being guided by
another contrelller in the radar
room.
Although the ,Falcon was
practicing instrument
approaches, the weather was
well above visual flight
minimums. The National
Weather Service reported
visibility at six miles with a
scattered cloud layer at 4,500
feet.
Investigators said they did
not know Who was flying the
Falcon. When practicing
instrument procedures in good
weather, pilots normally wear
a hood which restricts their •
vision to the instrument panel.
But FAA regulations
require that a safety pilot —
normally. the instructor —
have unobstracted vision and
that he maintain a lookout for
other traffic.
Governor's Daughter Got
Ride On COmpany Plane
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll's office
has confirmed that the
governor's daughter and three
friends got a free flight from
nd the Bahamas to Frankfort on
plane controlled by an
engineering cmrnpany with
state contracts.
The incident was reported in
a copyrighted story Wed-
nesday by The Courier-
Journal.
—The plane is leased by Hurst
Rosche Engineers Inc. and
others, the company's vice
president, David Clark of
Frankfort, said earlier.
Hurst Rosche has received
$7.8 million in non-bid
engineering contracts from
the state since Carroll became
governor.
As for how the return flight
was arranged, "the governor
doesn't recall calling Dave
(Clark), but he assumes he
did," said Gary Auxier,
Carroll's press secretary.
Auxier said Wednesday that
the governor sees nothing
wrong with his daughter's
receiving travel from such
businessmen.
4th District Candidate
Owes $8,200 Back Taxes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) --
George C. Martin, a candidate
for the Democratic
nomination for 4th District
congressman b Tuesday's Martin said he has not paid
primary election, owes about the taxes because he thinks
88,200 in back property taxes, the bank where he made the
according to Jefferson County loan should pay them.
records.
Martin, a real estate
developer from Anchorage,
owes taxes for 1975, 1976 and
1977 for 40 undeveloped acres
on McNeely Lake in southern
Jefferson County, the records
show.
Martin said he intends to
pay the 1975 tax debt within 30
days and will probahltpay the
•Molk runways: others 
soon after. He said he is
using the property as
collateral on a loan and cannot
develop the land as long as it is
being used as collateral.
Horses, tapirs and rhinoce-
roses are among the mammals
which belong to the Per-
issodactyla order, which char-
acteristically has either one or
three toes on each hindfoot. Sir
Richard, Owen bestowed this
name upon these animals to
distinguish them from the even-
toed, hoofed mammals known
as Artiodactyla, which -have et
.ther two iar.,ffiur toes, •
The third annual reading
and mathematics tournament
was held at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School
with 15 schools represented.
North Marshall was the
Sweepstes winner.
In math, the "'seventh-grade
winners were as follows:
First place, Wallace Lai,
• Reidland Middle School;
second place Jemelle Walker,
is North Marshall; third place,
- Gary Gallaway, •. Murray
Middle and Judy Byrd, Clinton
Central, tie.
In reading, the seventh-
grade winners were as
follows:
First place, Carl Anderson,
Southwest Calloway; second
place, Shannon King, North
Marshall; third place, David
Lambert, Carlisle Middle.
In Math, the eight-grade
winners were as follows:
First place Karen Simons,




Middle and Barry Burchett,
Heath Middle.
In reading, the eight-grade
winners were as follows:
First place, Debora
Roberts, Benton Junior High;
second place, Gary Morgan,
Carlisle Middle; third place,
Marie Brantley East
Calloway, and Bill Graham,
North Marshall Junior •High.
The schools represented in
the tournament were: Ballard
Middle school, Benton Junior
High School, Carlisle Middle
School, Clinton Central Junior




Marshall Junior High, North
Calloway Reidland Middle,
South Marshall Junior High,
Southwest Calloway, Sym-
sonia.
SOUTHWIST-C-ALLOWAY School participants in the
Southwest Calloway Reading and Math Tournament
were, left to right, Bill Murray, Ruth Ann Majors, teacher,
Lynn Eldridge, Darrell Overbey, Carl Anderson, seventh,
reading, first place, Eleanor Miller, teacher, and Roy
Cothran, Southwest principal.
MURRAY MIDDLE School participants in the South-
west Calloway Reading and Math Tournament were,
left to right, Jimmv West, seventh, reading Gary
Galloway, seventh, math, third place; Tracy Beyer,
eighth, math; Maria Burnley, eighth, reading Jane
Mankenship, teacher.
NORTH CALLOWP School participants in the South-
west Calloway Reading and Math Tournament were,
left to right, Trisha ( lark, James Feltner, principal, Keith
Allbritten, Rebecca Williams, Lauren Gilson, and Julie
Carps.
EAST CALLOWAN school participants in the South-
west Calloway Reading and Math Tournament were,
left to right, Perry Cooper, seventh, math; Vincent Alton,
seventh, reading Bob Houghton, eight, math; Marie
Brantley, eighth, reading, third place; Sue Heiss, teacher;
and Bob Allen, principal.
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER — Dr. Larry Salmon, right, presents the sweepstakes trophy
to the North Marshall School at the Reading and Math Tournament held at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School. Team members are, left to right, Shannon King, Bill
Graham, Karen Simons, and Jemelle Walker. In the back are the school sponsors, Mr
Carolyn Robichaud and Mrs. Wanda Stephens.
READING SEVENTH Grade winners at the Southwest Reading and Math Tournamen
were, left to right, David Lambert, Carlisle County, third; Shannon King, North Marshall,;
second; Carl Anderson, Southwest, first. James Feltner, North principal, right, presente
the trophies.
MATH EIGHTH Grade winners at the Southwest Reading and Math Tournamen;
were, left to right, Randy Hoskins, Carlisle County; Barry Burchett, Heath; Terry Hughest,
Hickman Elementary; Karen Simons, North Marshall, first place. Roy Cothran, principal
at Southwest Elementary, right, presented the trophies.
MATH SEVENTH Grade winners at the Southwest Reading and Math Tournament
were, left to right, Gary Gallowly, Murray Middle, and Judy Byrd, Central of Clinton,
both third place tie; Jemelle Walker, North Marshall, second place; Wallace Lai,
Reidland Middle, first place. James Feltner, principal at North Elementary, right, presen-
ted the trophies.
READING EIGHTH Grade winners at the Southwest Reading and Math Tournament
were, left to right, Marie Brantley, East Elementary, and Bill Graham, North Marshall, -
both third place tie; Gary Morgan, Carlisle County, second place; Debra Roberts, Ben-
ton, first place. Bob Allen, prinsipal at East Eleimentary, right, presented the trophies.
, • ,
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The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court
CUMBERLAND VALLEY METALS, INC., Plain-
VERSUS
BUEL E. STALLS, SR., ET AL, Defendant
VERSUS
BANK OF MURRAY, Defendant and Cross-plaintiff
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April 24
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause for the sum of
Seventeen Thousand Two Hundred Eighty-Seven
and 67/101) Dollars ($17,287.67), with interest at the
rate of Nine Percent (9 Percent) per annum from
the 15th day of September, 1977, until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale a,t the
Court House door in the Clty'of Murray, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 22nd
day of May, 1978, at 1:00 p.m. or thereabout, upon a
credit of Six 161 months, the following described
property, to-wit:
The North half of Lot 149 in the Bolen Addition to
the Town of Murray, Kentucky, beginning at the S.
E. corner of the P. A. Utterback; thence south 60
feet to an iron stake; thence West 240 feet to a stake
in Fitts lines; thence north 60 feet to a stake; thence
east 240 feet to an iron stake the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgement. Bidders
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IFIEDS FOR MENOMINEE REES
1 Legal Notice 1 Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court
CUMBERLAND VALLEY METALS, INC., Plain-
tiff
VERSUS
BUEL E. STALLS, SR., ET AL., Defendant
VERSUS
BANK OF MURRAY, Defendant and Cross-
Plaintiff
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April 24
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause for the sum of
Fifteen Thousand Six Hundred Seventy-Seven and
53/100 Dollars'815.677.03), with interest at the rate of
Nine Percent (9%) per annum from the 15th day of
September, 1977, until paid and its cost therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest-
bidder, at public auction on the 22nd day of May,
1978, at 1:00 p. m. or thereabout, upon a credit of Six
(6) months, the following described property
wit:
Beginning at a stake on the south edge of Vine
Street in the City of Murray, which beginning point
is 55 feet east of the intersection of the south edge of
Vine Street and the east edge of South 7th Street;
thence east with the south of Vine Street 65 feet to a
stake; thence south parallel with South 7th Street
127 feet to a stake: thence west and parallel with
Vine Street 65 feet to a stake; thence north and
parallel with South 7th Street 127 feet to the point of
beginning. "Also, beginning at the extreme S.W.
corner of the, tract of land conveyed by J. T. Wallis
to Evelyn A. ̀Bradley by deed dated August 30, 1952,
of record in Deed Book 96, page 10 (at the corner
erroneoulsy described in said deed as being S. E.
corner of C. J. Bradley ); thence in Westerly direc-
tion and with the north line of the tract this day con-
veyed by J. T. Wallis to Clyde S. Janson, et ux, for a
distance of -10 or 15 feet, to the S. E. corner of the
tract 2 feet N. and S. by 95 feet E. and W. conveyed
to B.B. Dill, et ux, by J. T. Wallis by deed dated
December 9, 1949, of record in Deed Book 89, page
395 (conveyed to B.B. Dill, et ux; to Clifton J.
Bradley, et ux, in part, by deed of record in Deed
Book 94, page 4, as Tract II); thence in a northerly
direction 2 feet to the SW corner of the tract con-
veyed to Joe Dill, et ux, by J. T. Wallis by deed of
record in Deed Book 81, page 284, thence in an
easterly direction and with the sodth line of the Joe
Dill tract of record in Deed Book 81, page 284, 10 or
15 feet, or the SE corner of the aforesaid Joe Dill
tract, to a point 2 feet north of the SW corner of the
Evelyn A. Bradley tract of record in Deed Book 96,
page 10; thence in a southerly direction with the
said Evelyn A. Bradley tract 2 feet to the point of
beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders






The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court
CUMBERLAND VALLEY METALS, INC., Plain-
tiff,
VERSUS
BUEL E. STALLS, ST., ET AL, Defendant,
VERSUS
BANK OF MURRAY, Defendant and Cross-
Plaintiff
NOTICE OF SALE  ' 
By virtue of a Judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April 24
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause for the sum of
Seven Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty-eight and
64/100 Dollars ($7,628,641, with interest at the rate of
Eight and one-half Percent (V4%) per annum from
the 15th day of September, 1977, until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 22nd
day of May, 1978, at 1:00 p. m., or thereabout, upon a
credit of Six (6) months, the following described
property, to wit:
Regguliny, 9111 fept north of the edge of Buford 
Street I now Pine Street ) and at a stake, the nor-
theast comer of J. A. McCord's lot; thence north
with the west edge of North 6th Street 85 feet to a
stake, the southeast corner of I.. McKinney's lot;
thence west with McKinney's line 180 feet to a stake
in the east line of an alley; thence south and parallel
to north 6th Street, 85 feet to a stake; it being the
northwest comer of J. A. McCord's lot; thence east
and with McCord's line 180 feet to a stake in the
West line of North 6th Street, the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of judgment. Bidder will
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bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 centS-, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking




We have the right —

















wanted for local store.













g Engr.; P. 0. Box
422, Murray, Ky.
42071. Atten: Jean.
SOMEONE to babysit 2
• children 1-2 days a week
in my home in Lynn





put a smile' on
everybody's lips. Be a
part of the Operation
&nile. Call 753-5750 or
443-3366 in Paducah.
BIBLE FACTS INC. — II
Timothy 3:16 says; "All
scripture is given by
inspiration of God, and
Is profitable for doc-




not read your in-
struction book, The Holy
Bible for God's doc-
trine! For Bible answers























Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
WHAT WE DO is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
BELTONE HEARING
Aid Saks. Free service
on all makes Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200







be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
5 lost And found
UN1T OR STOLEN gaa
tank, Saturday morning
from-841 North neat to
Memorial Gardena, Call








this area calling on all
types of businesses.
Comm. Sales, $325 and
up per sale. For per-





Apply at Calloway Mfg
Co., Inc. 111 Poplar,
Murray.












Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32A, Murray, Ky.
SOMEONE NEEDED to
mow Russel Chapel
• Church yard and
cemetery. Call 753-9576.
EXPERIENCED PARTS
MAN for counter _work
- and also person
office work. Apply in
person at 605 Maple
Street between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m.
AMBITIOUS people








Call '753-9885 for an
appointment.
6 Help Wanted












Send resume and salary
requirements to P. 0.
Box 468, Murray, Ky. All
replies will be kept
-confidential.
9 Situation% Wanted
WANT TO DO TRUCK-
DRIVING or farm work.
Call 436-5466 anytime.
29 YEAR OLD male with
Masters in Math looking
for evening employment
for summer or year
round. Skills: computor,
tutoring, carpentry,




Call 753-9900 after 6 p.m.
ARE YOU LOOKING for
a business you can work
full -or part time? One
that can return $300 to
$500 a week on your




secured territory in your
own area? Then, don't
miss this opportunity,
call 253-2545 or write
United Tire Custom
Design Dist., Inc., 692




tributor for Rand Mc-
Nally Maps. No selling.
Service pre-established
accounts. Investments








mingham, Al, 35213 or
call toll free 1-800-633-
M41.
11 Want To Buy
WANTED USED portable








WANTED TO BUY on
land contract 15 plus
acres. Partially wooded
preferred. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P. 0. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
WE BUY USED mobile





*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SA1.1
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOt LISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
NOTICE
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.
Call Nights 753-7618
NOTICE
The County Judge-Executive of Calloway County
will hold a public hearing in the Courtroom of
the Calloway County Courthouse on June 5, 1978et 9-00r m for the Of obtaining writtenand oraLeoennunts useruf
Revenue Sharing funds as proposed in the annual
budget in the amount OE $302,884.00. All in-
terested citizens, senior citizen, and organizationrepresenting the interests of senior














































































































































































































PUT IT IN THE
14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homeVran 1-527-8322.
15 Articles For Sale
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and












FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10,
.16 CC Sinkers -50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam In-
sulation-1/2" 4 x 8 - $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle
Board - ;ha"' 4 x 8-53.40.
Plywood - Mx" 4 x 8 -
$6.75, 5,s" 4 Z. 8 - $8.00,
3,4" 4 x 8 - $10.00. Ex-
terior Siding - 4 x 8 - $6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
$.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1,
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheets from $2.75
to $11.00. Vanities - from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
ft widths. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Hwy. 45,1 ml so. Martin,
Tn. Phone 587-2420,
Martin, Th. 38237.
14 H. P. JOHN DEERE
with 48" mower. Like





machine for sale. Call
753-0344.
JUST RECEIVED 40 air
conditioners, all dif-
ferent sizes and 10 side
by side refrigerators. 20
refrigerators, priced
from $100 to $250.
Several portable color
TVs, $100 to $200. Also
several used furniture
items, one sharp kitchen
gas stove with see
through oven. 100 school
desks, $2.00 a piece. 10
used riding lawn
mowers. Several black
and white TVs in stock
$40 to $100. Two cash
registers. Other items
too numerous to men-
tion. Can be seen at-
Murray Ford Tractor,
420 South 4th, 7594895
until 9 p.m.
15 Articles For Sale
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
- typewriter and stand,




and office chairs. Call
753-9414, if no answer
753-7316.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759-









cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester




$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,




$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.





SCRAP CANDY and log
rolls, $1.00-51.50 per






chair with stool. Por-









feet. $19.00 per month.
Goodyear Service Store,
753-0595.
8 H. P. JOHN DEERE
riding lawn mower. Call
489-2570 after 5 p.m.
NOTICE
Murray Police Department will be taking ap-
plications for a job of patrolman. All applications
must be in by the May 27th. Applications may be
picked up at the chief of police office between
hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday. The city of Murray is an equal op-
portunity employer operating on a affirmative
action plan.
WANTED
Man and wife, hoping to retire next December,
would like to locate in this area. Would rent or
buy modern, three-bedroom home, with a
minimum of two acres suitable for garden, near
to a city. Must have central air and heat, and be
serviced by public utilities. The man is a
Primitive Baptist minister, and would be
available for services or open pastorates within
the general area.
Russell Beshear, P. 0. Box 245
Address replies to: Oasison Springs, Ky, 42408
WANTED
20 Young People To Work
Murray State University, through the Ken-
tucky Bureau of Manpower Services, is seeking
20 young people between the ages of 16 and 23 for
a salaried, full-time, exciting and rewarding
work experience. Participants will be working in
the field of conservation of the University's
agricultural firm and on its main campus. On-
campus housing, recreational facilities,
educational opportunities and 24-hour conselors
available: Paid holidays and alurlough policy in-
(iided. For' additional details, contact your ,




Murray, K. 42071 .4502) 762-3782
ow,
15 Articles For Sale
OAKS COUNTRY Club
membership for sale at
a reduced rate. Call 502-






washer. $25. Call 759-
4868.










TWO ROW ROTARY hoe.
Call evenings after 6:30,
anytime weekend. 753-
7244.
KARATE GI, size 4, $10.
AM-FM radio, $10.
Single burner hot plate,
$5. Large Christmas
tree, $10. Foot nicker,
$10. Damaged garmekt
bag, $5. Call 759-4164.
FOR SALE- antique oak
chest, antique china
closet, student desk,
large dresser. Call 753-
1336.
BARGAIN STORE now








shovels, picks, axes, and
many many other items





$25. Desk with ladder
back chair, $17.50.



















sports weight yarns at ...
Ll price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock - mary new kits






napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
Full line of accessories
for each needleart.
Needlepoint lessons -









may be arranged. For
free home demon-
stration write , Martha
Hopper; Haute 5,
,Benton, Ky. or call 354-
19.Farm Equipment
40 FT. HAY elevator with
gasoline motor. Call 753-
4848
FOR SALE tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.
19 Farm Equipment
IF NEED of used tractor,
we have over 40 used
tractors in stock. Used
farm equipment. Call
Murray Ford Tractor,
420 south 4th, 759-4895
•until 9 p.m.





THREE POINT hitch, 6
row, 100 gallon sprayer.






NEW ONE ROW tobacco
setter, $395. One row
cultivator, $75. Rotary
mowers, $295, $315, and
$325. One bottom plow,
$165. Grader blades,
$139.50. Disc 5 ft. $285, 6
ft. 6 in., $325. New and
used post diggers,
scoops, plows, one and
two row tobacco setters,
discs, cultivators,
mowers, rakes, balers,
20 used tractors, some
for parts. John 0. Kough
Equipment Sales, Route






Call 489-2220 after 5:30.
20. Sports Equipment
16' MARK TWAIN with
Mercury power tilt and
trim: $2,300 or best
offer. Call 767-2355.
1973 AEROGLASS bass
boat, 16' and trailer.
Trolling motor, depth




depth finder, full can-
vas. Good condition.
Call 901-642-3428 after 5
p.m.
14' SPEEDLINER with 45
h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6403 after 4 p.m.
RANGER BASS BOAT,
150 h. p. Mercury with




at large Florida Boat
Co. now located in




1975 STRIKER bass boat.
Excellent condition
Loaded with extras,




































SIBLE party to take
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old
Wurlitzer piano. J and B
Music, 753-7575.
24 Miscellaneous
RADIAL TIRE Sale -
Steel belted premium  
grade white
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
plus $2.97 FET,






SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model








Black and Decker 8"
radial arm saw. Call 436-
2118.
26. TV Radio
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
666 three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be undersold_
Your Zentih Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker T. V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
CURTIS MATHES stereo,
21/2 years old. Call 753-
0737 after 5 p.m.
USED MOBIL E home for
sale. Call 474-2359.
1965 . STAR MOBILE
home, good condition.
$3,000. Call 436-2777.
23 CHANNEL CB, mike
and antenna. Also AM-
FM 8 track stereo. Call
753-7413 ask for Roger.
REPOSSESSED Zenith




Sale, 25" color T. V. with
automatic color control
and electronic tuner for
$499.95 with trade. One
year free service. We
sell the best for less.
Sissons :'enith, Highway
94, 18 :lilies West of
Murray CaH 382-2174.
27 Mobile Home Sales
19/2 TRAILER and or lot.
Call 753-8113.
1973 12 x 602 bedroom. All
electric Air condition.
Furnished. $5300. Can be
seen Thweatts Trailer
Ct. Call 753-2720 or 753-
3494.




and tie downs. Extra
nice. Call 753-8563.
1972 12 X 65 2 bedroom, 2
bath, tarnished, and air
condition Storm straps.
underpinned. $5,100. See
at Rivera Cts. or call
753-32p before 5.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, t Riviera Courts.
Call 7.i.32110.
31 Want To Rent
PROFESSOR and family
need 2 or 3 bedroom
house in or near Murray
as soon as possible. Call
753-7744.
NEEDED BEFORE July
1, 3 bedroom house in
city or country. Must
have lot large enough
for dog. Call 767-2553
after 6 p.m.
UNFURNISHED HOUSE
in Murray. Call 492-8407
THREE TO FOUR
- bedroom farm Dr city
home to rent. Call 753-
1250 ext. 218.








entrance. 2nd floor. No








Shores on Ky. Lake. 10
miles from Murray. $130
per mouth. Couples or
singles only. Call Red
McCormick at 759-4536.
FURNISHED 1 or 2_
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apt. S.
16th, 753-6609.
34. Houses For Rent
SEVEN ROOM house,
good condition. One mile
off 641. On Hickory
Grove Road. Call 753-
5618. 
HOUSE FOR RENT in
country. Couple, man
and wife. Available in 6




lot. $285 month. Call 753-
6931.
36 For Rent Or lease
TWO COMMERCIAL
buildings, 40 x 40 and 40













..,for Tent Sall 47478805.
30 aupassc Rarir.oc
'BUILDING 170 x 80 in
Shopping,
Center Available June
1st. lleatin and ,air
condnioning. Facilities




WANTED - Horses to






puppies. Six weeks old.
Pretty playful and
helpful pets. Call 753-
9390.
NEED A HOUSE to keep
your pet in. Contact
Gerald Waldrop and tell























40 cents quart. 7 a. m.
daily, North 16th and
Poor Farm Rd. Pick
berries, available after










sale. 35 cents a quart.
You pick them. We pick
them on orders. 42 mile
South of Kirksey on













tools, yard tools, fishing
equipment, clothes,
toys, etc. Sunday May





SAT. MAY 20-10 AM
DUE TO OUR EX-
PANSION FOR. 1978
SEASON,
we are selling on excess ac-
cumulation of many antiques,
pictures, tools, motors. pum-
ps, gift items, elect, supplies,
furniture, like-new gas engine,
2-man post hole digger with 3
saes of bits, shelving, plum-
bing, fixtures & supplies,
photo & film equip., ap-
pliances, traitors, restaurant
equip., toys, air cond., canoes.
Ma/mamas, wooden barrels.
RR ties, large quaniaty foam
rubber other misc. items
GARAGE SALE,





Friday and Saturday. 8
a. m. to Corner of




YARD SALE, Saturday 8
a. m. - 9 705 Chestnut._
YARD SALE, Saturday 7





Johnson Blvd. Lots of
baby items and boys
clothes. 9 till dark.
YARD SALE - Friday 9-
5, Saturday 9-12. Gas
stove, furniture, toys,
plants and you name it
Refreshments
available. 1503 Main.
BIG! BIG! Two day yard
sale, Friday and
Saturday, May 19 and
20. Furniture, garden
and yard tools, clothing,
real nice. Antiques and
flowers, china doll and
items too numerous to
mention. 1/2 mile North
of Kirksey off 299.
MOVING SALE, 20 years










May 19 and 20. 8 a. m. to
? 706 Story Ave.
FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale, Saturday, 7 a. m.
it --7111riatitu '
Clothes, household •
items, books, dishes and
th1Breffrnfous. -
41 Public Sales
GARAGE SALE, 2 party.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday oh Pottertown
Road. One mile off 94
43 Real Estate
Purdom & Thurman




Goodby Winter. . .Hello
Summer!!! Get ready
for summertime with
this 3 bedroom lakeview
__home._ fwnily roozn
large eat-in kitchen. . .
many other features
make this the ideal
home for year round
living. . . Call 753-1492
and start that careftee







-with water front located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road ( Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving





Very lecrative fast food
operation in Prime location.
Lund, Business, Blinding and
equipmeat. $158,000. Call









We have lest listed tito Beset
Millirtt farm located on Ford
ltd. only minutes how
Murray. Ns is a highly
predective 75 etre feral with
good ovtbeadings. The loess
is of excellent quality tem
strection and very Sivottlo.
Coll about this form ion-
modiately.
Country otmospisore yet oaly
minutes from towel Three 811
brick with edioining woods.
Iteei bockyerd. Carpet over
hordweed in living meal end
hell. large Lit IL Mister Wt.
Tile bath. Inintediet•





make the move easier.
We are affiliated with a
nationwide broker
system and can have
homes waiting for you to
see anywhere in the
United States. We also
have a toll free phone
for you to use. All this
service doesn't cost you
a dime. Call Nelson
Shroat Co., REALTORS,
753-1707.
LAKE HOME - Picture
a pretty house an _
panor aniTc view OT





garage. This home and 2
lots r could not be
replaced for this low
price of $44,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for all your real
estate needs. ik
LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
one acre tract, 41/2 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet.of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.





staying with sale of
home. Price just
reduced to .$43,500.




" Prof essiona I Sen





garage, new carpet, 1
acre wooded lot. Hwy.
94 West in Lynn Grove.
ACT FAST!! Only
.$31,900. Boyd-Majors






Doris Jeffs Shopping C•"4
J
Exciting Real Estate Careers
Excellent opportunity to join established real
estate firm now opening in Murray. Come grow
with Gallery Of Homes. Prefer person with real
estate experience in this area, but will consider
trainee if properly qualified otherwise.




18Irrollege Farm • •
Road. Noon until 5:00,








The More You Pick- The More You Save
• 1;--L9 Qt.s.35C per Qt. _ --
2049 Qts. 33t.per.Qt.
50-79 Qts. 31( per Qt.
80 Qts. And Tip 20t per QV'
Above prices are per vehicle and rims' be paid for by
ono person. come bring vote fronds and SAVE!
• o
Bring your own containers
BERRIES NOW RIPE
Open 7 Days Per Week
Norris Farms
Rt Bells, Tenn. Ph. 901-772-9769
1
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35 ACRES - all fenced
with road frontage on 3
sides. includes 30 ten-
,. iiable acres, stock barn-
and ponds. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,





Level brick home with













young growing retail toy
• business for sale.
Located in one of
Murray's new shopping
centers, this store
features a wide- variety
and selection of creative
play items for all ages of
children. Owner wants
,offer. - Phone KOP-
- PEI1UD REALTY, 753-
1222.
COME SMELL THE
HONEYSUCKLE. . . Sit
on the deck and drink ice
cold lemonade. . .
Wander through the
woods. . Enjoy a family
barbecue under the
trees. Call 753-1492 to
view this furnished
retreat near the lake
20's. . Loretta Jobs
Realtors
PratesovonolSorvitai
WIN The Fnevidly Toods" -
Di The Cotaitry:- Lovl
Taxes. This nice 3
bedroom, 1L2 bath, B.
V., with central heat
and air. Located in
Coldwater on a 100' x
154' lot. Call today and
let us show you this
new listing. Priced in
Mid 30's. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
A Pleasure - You'll
Treasure. Hideaway
cottage nestled on 3
• wooded lots in lake area.
Large living room-
kitchen combination
with fireplace plus loft
bedroom. Include this





































kt ACRE LOT'S for rent or
sale. $30 per month. City ,
water and sewage.
Roberts Estates, 3 miles
East of Murray. Call
753-3745.
LOTS FOR SALE Lake




Season passes are now on sole
for the 1978 year for Murray-
Calloway County Pool. Acquire prior
to pool opening and receive a $5.00
discount on family and single passes.
The passes may be obtained at Parks
Dept. office, 10th and Payne, 753-
7640.
Choice lake side home, gentle slope to waters
edge. Year round home, 2 wood burning
fireplaces. large lot, sun deck, 2 or 3 bedrooms,
all weather road. Priced to Sell. Shown by ap-
pointment.
153-1333
=. forte %widen 7538071
SEVERAL TRACI'S OF
land 17 to 31 acres,
located 6 to 15 miles
from Murray. $850 acre
by owner. Call 753-9773
after 4:30.
SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Ken-
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft
frontage on county road.
Can be financed. 436-
2473.
Looking For A Lake
View? Here it is!
Mobile home has ad-
ded utility room and 3
porches. All furniture,
appl's and freezer.
Central heat and air
conditioning. Wooded
lot with lake view boat
- ramp privileges. On
$19,500. Must be seen.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
TWO STORY house on 5
acres. Seven. miles
South on 121 lsna sq.
ft. Call 436-2118.
NEW HOME FOR SALE
in Canterbury Estates.
Three bedroom. 2 bath,
12 car garage with
storage area. Call after
5, 753-1358.
BY OWNER - 3
bedroom, 1 12 bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned wall fireplace.
Blown ins-ulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot Paved driveway. All
on "2 an acre in Lynn-
wood Estates, 2 miles
South of Murray.
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.
HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom, 2
full baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part









New tires. Low mileage.
Call 753-6030 after 5.
1974 FORD Capri. Good
condition, 4 speed, new
tires call 492-8890 after 5
1960 CHEVROLET
pickup. Call 753-6403
t978 United Feature Syndicate. iflC ..5  after 4 p. m.
iaROTHER! 1.-1-S1Et4 TO 1/4t-'3. 1976 LTD BROUGHAM.










located on large corner
lot. Must . be seen to
appreciate. Call 753-4449
after 5 p.m. for ap-
pointment.
HOUSE AND FIVE acres
with or without 12 x 65,
3 bedroom mobile home
at New Providence. Call
492-8178.
TWO LOTS 70 x 195 with
two bedroom house and
furniture. New in-
sulation. Located in
Union City, Tenn. Call
753-5154 or 492-8116.
COUNTRY HOME and 4
acres, outbuildings,
fenced. On black top.
One mile from Puryear.
Call days 901-642-3352,
nights 901-247-3986.




storage, shady lot, good
location. 217 South 15th.
Call 759-1768 for ap-
pointment.
THREE BEDROOM
house, 1 bath. 1617
College Farm Rd.
$30,000. Call 753-7909.
NEW HONDA XL 250.
1,300 miles. Must sell.
Call 753-0123 days, 753-
7699 night.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1975 HONDA 400 Super
Sport. Perfect condition.
5700 miles. Call 753-0259.
19 74 HONDA 550 4
cylinder, good condition
Best offer. Call 753-2853.
MUST SELL 1973 750
Yamaha with Fairing
and saddle bags. Low
mileage. Call 753-8078
days.
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15",
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
;35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
1965 FORD F-100 't ton
truck, good mechanical
condition, new tires.
Call 753-1540 after 5
p.m. or 753-9935 after 8






only. Send to P. 0. Box








-, Call adar 4 .0.-131- 7*
4981.
REDWIalkit.





1971 DATSUN 1200 Good
work car. $550. Call 753-
8963.
1973 PINTO Squire
wagon. Air, 4 speed.
New tires. Can be seen
at Shell Station on 4th
Street. Call 753-0570.
196 1 FALCON straight
shift, clean. Looks good.
Mechanical condition,
excellent, engine tops.






or best offer. Call 759-
1912.














Super Tuner, 8 track.
Call 759-4605 after 5 p.m.
1970 BUICK, $995. 1967
GMC pickup $795. 1973
Spring GMC, 82495. 1976
One ton with Omaha
bed, $4295 1975 Ford b2
ton, 6 cylinder, with
automatic, $1995. 1967
Two ton International 18
ft. bed, $1895. 1960 In-
ternational 1 ton, $795.
1968 Oldsmobile, $595.
Murray Ford Tractor,






with tires for Chevrolet.
8100. Call 489-2595.




1971 Okisnsobito 98 Regency 4, door. demonstrator,
5,000 miles, full warranty.
len Natiac Gand Prix Demonstrator, 8.000 miles,
all the extras, big savings.
1971 Marcia", Montego Brougham 4 door, double
_ _power, new car trade in.
.1972 Chavrolst Stgtion Wagon Kingswood Estate, 9
paSsen ger, all the extras.
1972 Pestles Catalina Coupe, 54,000 Miles, new car
trade in.
TRUCK CAMPER for





Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507.
VW CAMPER, 1976 with
extras. Like new. 38,000
miles. Call collect 615-
431-3630 or locally 759-
4650 or 436-2333.
EXPERIENCED MAN




4 1 5 0 evening.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jactson










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. -Call Sears





No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we










DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,







ANY KIND OF hauling in
city or county. ('all 759-
1247 or 753-9685.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310









1973 PINTO - yellow
refrigerator, automtic
defrost and ice maker.
Call 753-8528 or 753-8301.
1969 BUICK SKYLARK,




1976 NOVA, 4 speed, $2500
or best offer. Call 759-
1158.
1963 CHEVROLET
pickup truck. $300. Call
753-3534..
19 60 FORD FALCON.
Good mechanically and
body. $350. Call 753-5160.
1969 TEMPEST - runs




_Long bed. $3500. Call
753-6274 after 5 p.m.
1976 GRAND PRIX.
Loaded. Power, sun
roof. Call 753-7413 after 3
p.m.
1963 BUICK convertible..
Electra 225. White with









vertible. $750 or best
offer. Call 753-9437.
1974 FORD RANCHERO
GT 351 automatic double
power and air nice.
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
fourwheel drive 360 4
speed. White spoke
wheels 15 x 12 tires all
new front end. $2250 Call
1-354-621.7.
1978 CHEVY 10 van.





tego, power, air, AM-
FM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1'967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs, work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 pin.
CAMPER FITS on truck.
Sleeps five has
everything but bath.
Call 753-6317 after 5 p.m.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer, Travel
trailers, pop ups, used.
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service what we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. til ? Sunday, 12:30
until 6 p. m. East 94
Highway 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605,
noortd end rsorly Up to 12 v 21 Also 'HIM style, affeces, tattooist,
orob11• horns ad On1 , and patios, sr U IUPID,pro ,:v1 coosplataly reedy






WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Estimates. Call 753-6878
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
BYARS BROTHERS &












offices, store fronts, etc.
20 years experience.
Call 901-782-5981.
WILL DO YARD work
and light hauling. Call
489-2460.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.




tings, glass, wood and








FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
extetior, Also dry wall









ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
















roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-








ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605,
FREE KITTENS - grey






Now Open For Appointments
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., and Sat.,
Closed on Wednesday
Marilyn Dowdy is now styling wigs as
well as hair styling and shaping.
Opening Week Special
Starting Monday, May 22nd
Free haircut with each shampoo and set. Watch for
massauages, scalp treatments and facials coming
soon.
OPEN WEEKDAYS
Non -Wed. I-1 HospitolUM ON THURSDAYS
Calls Fri & Sat /11 10Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shoves
- 209 Walnut Street.
Calf This number after 5:00 to assure
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REALTOR ®
REALTOR'S CORNE MiSMULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
PRICE REDUCED
Very nice 3 bedroom home on 46 acre located in
Kirlisey. Beautifully landscaped with fruit trees and
grape arbor. Bright, cheerful rooms including living
room, den, newly remodeled bath, nice kitchen and
huge utility room. Double walk-in closets. 15 x 16
outside storage. Must see to appreciate.
$27,500.00. Call or come into
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
759-1701





La* Mr PUPO 15.1441.1
ism Nov* 75.341161
LIKE TO ENTERTAIN?- This 20 x 18 den with
wet bar is perfect for .a .big party or a small "af-
ter the game" group. The big country kitchen
has a warm fireplace for those chilly evenings.
Home also features 2 baths, 3 bedrooms, central
heat and air, and located about 2 miles from



























tdretta fobn-7.4e7) Judy lohn4tbn4117-4.446
Helen-Spann-753-8579 Bill Payne-753-9794






si• ....1 , 1.-115" .. 0.
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This beautiful three bedroom two bath brick
home is looking for owners who will give it ten-
der, loving care. This is located on Doran Road
within walking distance of Murray High. Call us














This Country home is on 2 acres and has all the
most wanted features such as 4 bedrooms, dining
room, family room, fireplaee,--eentrel heat-and
air, 3 complete baths, 11 closets, wall to wall car-
pet. Has Therrnopane window. Not cheap, but
worth the price.
Large and Well Located
On one acre lot at the edge of town is this lovely
4 bedroom home with double garage, central
heat and air, family room, 2 baths, fireplace,
built-ins. Everything for comfortable family
living. Priced in the mid 50s.
Guy Spann Realty
905 Sycamore 753-7724
HoW To Attract Prowlers
It's easy._
Just decide to sell your own home
without the help of a Realtor.
You'll have all kinds of people prowl-
ing everywhere. Around the clock. Just
ask anyone willing to remember the
time he tried to sell his own home. The
stories are grizzly.
Until they get to the part where they
threw in the towel and got Some help
from a professional Realtor. The way
they'll talk about their Realtor will
remind you of the cavalry saving home-
steaders from the Indians.
A Realtor can save you too. Save you
a lot of time and headaches. For a lot
of good reasons. If you're thinking of
selling your own home, maybe you
should consider some of them.
What have you got to lose?
Without. a Realtor, plenty.
Market demand, seasonality of sales,
location and a dozen other factors can
change your home's value overnight:-
A Realtor knows all about these things.
He can make sure your asking price is
right. And he can make sure you get it.
Do it yourself, and you'll probably
ask too much. Or too little. Either way,
you're going to wind up losing.
Strangers in the night
The minute you post your "For Sale by
Owner" sign in the front yard, you're
fair game for anyone passing by with a
few minutes (or hours) to kill.
You'll meet them all. And in the odd-
est places. The sweet little .odd lady with
the big shopping bag you run into rum-
maging through your garage. The guy
in the T-shirt and brown bomber jacket
you find under the porch checking for
termites. And those people you never
really get a good look at as they peer in
the window dunng the late news.
But that's just the beginning. Wait
until you decide you're not getting
enough real prospects and put an ad in
the paper.
Your feelings about the telephone
, will never be the same. You'll talk to
people at all hours of the day and night.
Some of them will even show up. At
all hours of the day and night.
A Realtor an solve these problems
for you. He'll screen the prospects from
the window-shoppers and just plain
weirdos. He'll dig out their needs, de-
sires and financial situation.
Best of all, though, he'll show your
house only when it's convenient for you.
The games people play
So there you are. Hearty smile and firm
handshake ready for the first buyer.
You're ready to handle anything.
Like "Why, the stairs do creak a bit."
Or "You'll certainly be_ taking those
cheesy—drapes with you, won't you?" -
Well, maybe you are. And maybe
You aren't. Why take a chance? Realtors
are fully trained in the fine art of
salesmanship. That includes turning an
objection into an advantage. And a
Realtor )(ROWS how to get the indecisive
buyer to make up his mind. Realtors
go to school to learn all about it.
Suddenly, your buyer makes an offer.
Unfortunately, it's well below, far be-
low, your asking price. • '
What do you do now? Get mad?
Argue? Probably. It's the worst thing
you could do.
Because ybu're the owner, you'll find
it nearly impossible. to negotiate with
a buyer. Bargaining over price, terms
and possession date is best done by-t*
professional with an eye for details.
A Realtor is the go-between and ad-
visor when he helps sell your home. He
handles the negotiations. He'll look out
for you and tell you to stick to your
guns when you're right. And he'll tell
you when the buyer is right, too.,
Comfort For Sale
We currently have an excellent selection
of fine homes-all price ranges. Phone us
for more information and let us assist you
in locating your dream home. We look for-
ward to serving you.
Ph. 753.1222 . .
, - (24 Hear Phone)
• i Main
White House Building '
®KOPPERUD.
REALTY fir
Quality is the best word to describelhis new home.
A 6 bedroom, Salt Box design, 2'..2 baths, 3 story with
central air and 2 heat pumps.
•ar
New listing, 8 bedrooms, 2 baths, close to univer-




Choice of Buys in this well built 31
bedroom brick. Approx. 1600 sq. with
baths, lr, drapes througnout, dish-,
washer, built-in stove, setting on a corn-,
















List Your Home with







Gracious 3 or 4 bedroom home, fireplace in den.
kitchen has double oven, dishwasher, disposal.
Large living-dining area. Excellent location with
3 extra lots_ Call_for--your appointment with
luxury today!
NEAT! COZY! NICE! All describe this home on.
Wiawell Road. Central heat anclair, 3 bedrooms,
11/2 paths. Just outside city limits. but has all-city
—convienciiivallable except taxes. Shown by ap-
-. .p ointment only! WtIXs.  
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
puc Located South's& Court Squire
/S34•sa Open Daily Monday Saturday II
Ger ••• 411..
7S3 11.137 Phone 753-4451
larks Molts titans Senict lamp Calleam Canty had sl halm




Funeral services for Mrs.
Leon i Dorothy ) Smith of 1405
Cardinal Drive, Murray, are
being held today at 2:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos of
Murray and the Rev. Phillip
McPherson of Ada irsv ille,
Ga., officiating.The music is
by Margaret Porter, soloist,
and Jane Hutson. organist.
Bob Morris, Glen Hodges,
Ivy Culver, Henry Fulton,
Steve Knight, and Rob Gingles
are serving as , pallbearers.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Smith, age 57, died
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis. Tn.
is. _surviYed by her 
husband. Leon Smith,
Murray; mother Mrs. Laura
Boothe, Paducah; one
daughter. Mrs. Brian Boor,
Louisville; two sons, Roy
Smith. Murray, and Mike
Smith, Adairsville, Ga.: two
sisters, Mrs. Velma Tucker,
Paducah, and Mrs. Geneva
Cravens, Chicago. Ill.; one
brother. Willis Boothe,
McKenzie, Tn.; six grand-'
children; one niece; one
nephew.
Funeral Is Today
For J. J. Hanes
The funeral for John James
Hanes of 503 Richardson
Street. Murray. is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Lawson
Williamson officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is accompanist
for the choir of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church for the
MUSIC service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ralph Paschall, Will Story ,
Horace Whitehead, Paul
Lassiter, Richard Lassiter.
and John Carol Williams.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Hanes, age 85, died
Thursday at 4:15 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. His
wife, Mrs. Vera Jane Story
&panes, died Oct. 11, 1976.
- is -survived- - by-one--
11aughter,Mrs Allen Jones.
Murray one sister, Mrs.
Manaune - Wrather. Camden,
Tn.; one brother, Hugh Hanes,




Mrs. Nera Bedwell Norton
of Route One. Puryear, Tn.,
died Thursday at 1:15 a.m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris. Tn. She was
74 years of age.
Born July 17, .1903, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Delmus
Bedwell and Gertrude Hicks
Bedwell. She was married
Dec. 16, 1923, to A. L. Norton
who died April 10, 1973. Two
brothers also preceded her in
death.
Mrs. Norton is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Dorothy
Sturdivant.. Puryear, In.: one
son, Joseph H. Norton,
Caprentersville. Ill.; four
brothers, Kenneth and
Heyward Bedwell. Paris. Tn.,
Doyle Bedwell. -Clarksville,
Tn., and Phlenoy Bedwell,
Paducah.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tn., with the
Rev. Robert T. Cochran of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of the Latter Day Saints
officiating. Burial will follow
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To Be On Saturday
Mrs. Elizabeth Dowdy of 104
North Ninth Street, Murray,
died Thursday at 00 p.m at
the Convalescent Division of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 59 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness
The Murray woman was the
wife of Gene Dowdy who died
in January 1944. She was a
member of the Lone Oak
Primitive Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 12, 1918, in
Calloway County, she wtis the
daughter of the late Danny
Walker and Gracie Compton
Walker.
Mrs. Dowdy is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. James
. (Betty) Williams, Dexter
Route One, and Mrs. Ben
( Phyllis) Moore, Cadiz; one
son, Max Dowdy, . Murray
Route one; two sisters, Mrs.
Troy Elaine Vance, Murray
Route Six; six grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 : 30 p.m. at the
*chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating.
Burial will tallow in the Ivy .
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





William, A. Wells, father of
Mrs. Wilma J. Prescott of
Murray, died Tuesday at 9:45
p.m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He was 83
,years of age and a resident of
Paducah.
Mr. Wells is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Colene Tabor
Wells"; three daughters, Mrs. '
Wilma J. Prescott, Murray;
Mrs. Juanita E. Murray.
Marshall County, and Mrs. Ila
H. Dunn, Kuttawa; five sons,
William C., Grand Rivers,
Henry W., Louisville. Leonard
E.James
Kuttawa, and Ramond H.,
Eddyville.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Bessie Hudson
and Mrs. Ethelyne Wren,






The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the MorganTuneral
Home, Eddyville, with the
Rev. Willis McCracken of-







will observe the 12th an-
niversary of its organization
in the 10:30 a.m. service on
Sunday, May 21, according to
the Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff,
pastor.
The congregation was of-
ficially organized on May 22,
1966, when 52 adults signed the
Charter. Eight of these
original members are still
involved with the
congregation; they are Mr.
and Mrs. Richard N. Douglas,
Mrs. Dorothy Onnybecker,
Mr. and Mrs, Arnold Ronne,
Mrs. Winnie Tobey, and Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Williams.
For the-Weft eonseeutive
year, the congregation will
donate some books to the
Calloway County, Public
Library in recognition of this
anniversary. The books this
year are Hosanna in the
Whirlwind, a book of
devotional readings, and
Pontius Pilate, a book about
the life of the Koman





PLAY PRACTICE—Members of Murray High Speech Club are shown in final praclice
for tonight and Saturday's night's "I Never Saw Another Butterfly" the story about a
young Jewish girl that survived a Nazi work camp. Lysa Lyons and Lauta Shinners have
leading roles in the production set at Murray.liigh. The play starts tonight at 8 o'clock
Admission is Si.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) -
Classmates say a 13-year-old
a student, the son of a former
presidential press secretary,
killed his English teacher
because of growing distress in
a class where he was
criticized, laughed at and
given a failing grade.
John Daniel Christian took a
.22-caliber rifle from his home
Thursday morning, walked
into his eighth grade English
class several minutes late
and, in front Of, horrified
students, pumped three
bullets into his teacher,
Wilbur Rodney Grayson Jr.,
29, eyewitnesses said.
FORT COLLINS, Colo. AP





-The • Sionshine Sounds will
present special music at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday. May 21, at the Grace
Baptist Church, located en
South Ninth Street Extended,
Wurray. --
Speaking "at, both the 10:45
a m and 6:30 p.m. services
will be the pastor, the Rev. R.
J. Burpoe. Ronald Hardison
will direct the music with
Dwane Jones as organist and
Anita Underhill as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday with Steve
Smotherman as superin-
tendent. Don Hale, phone 753-
3063, will be •in charge of bus
information. Nursery workers
will be Carolyn Caldwell,
Roberta Hall, 'Kim Garland,
Joyce Underhill, and I,ottie
Hall.
On Wednesday the teachers
and officers will meet at seven
p.m. followed by prayer
service and youth study at
7:30p.m.
Announcement has been
made that the Vacation Bible






their numbers at the nation's
agriculture schools by more
than 3,600 percent over the
last eight years.
The phenomenon follows a
trend toward larger
agriculture school
enrollments, • which school wproclaimed the winner.
officials attribute to a swelling Baja
k
guer told the nation in a
interest in 'letting back to the televised speech Thursday
land." 
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
cost of mailing a letter is
expected to rise from 13 cents
to 15 cents in several weeks,
but it is possible the rate
eventually could go back to 13
cents for individuals.
The Postal Service board of
governors, meeting today,
was expected to approve the
I5-cent rate recommended
last week by the Postal Rate
Commission for first-class
mail. The governors also were
setting a date for the rate
increase, expected to be about
the end of the month.
INTERNATIONAL
KINSHASA, Zaire ( AP) -
More fighting was reported
today in Kolwezi as Belgian
paratroopers. French
legionnaires and. American
fuel were flown to Zaire for the
rescue of more than 2,500
Europeans and 14 Americans
from the War in Shaba
Province. Most of the
foreigners are, trapped in or
near Kolwezi, 840 miles
southeast of Kinshasa, which_
was taken last Friday by an




Dominican Republic (AP) -
New Mt. Carmel To
Hold Bible Study
The New Mt.Carmel Baptist
Church will observe the
Sout,bern Baptist convention's
stu of the book of Exodus
during the next two weeks,
May 20 and 21 and May 27 and
28, according to the church
pastor, the Rev. George
White.
Guest teacher for the study
will be the Rev. Dr. Wendell
H. Rone, Sr., president of Mid-
Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield. The ser-
vices will be from seven to
nine p.m. on Saturdays and
from six to eight p.m. on
Sundays.
A break will be held between
each service, the pastor said.
MANCA J. VINSON, dicer.--
tor of Alumni Affairs for past
ten years at Murray State
University, will be the
speaker at the breakfast
meeting of the Kirksey
United Methodist Church
Men to be held on Sunday,
May 21, at seven a. m. in the
church fellowship hall. Vin-
son served as Assistant
Commissioner of
Agriculture for the state of
Kentucky before coming to
Murra State. Born and
on a farm east of
Murray, he- stil owns and
oper.atas the .1hatlitiAIM,AVii
is an active member of the
-c-auntrv-- thun _fitirnitobed -
through the courtesy of
Lubie and Reba's Restaurant'
will be served. A spokesman





Williamson will speak at the
.eleven a.m. worship services
on Sunday, May 21, at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
-"Bring All Your Needs To
The Altar" will be the
selection by the Adult Choir,
directed by Tommy Scott with
Mrs. Scott as pianist, Mrs
Jim Neale as organist, and
Dianne McMillen as flutist.
Jim Kuykendall, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning service. Volunteer
nursery workers will be Mrs
Willie Vance and Mrs. Natalie
Brown.
Sunday. School will tie at ten
a,rn. The Ruth Warren Group
*MB&
neon-en Surklay at the-eharchRest Baptist "loch, Murray' for all sertioecitizens.
"If* flitket at thel,Pdarhall orr
servii:es on Sunday evening to Saturday. May 20, at seven
worship with the First Baptist p,ru witth work in the F. C.
Church at five p.m followed by •tegree. All members are
a potluck dinner at six p.m. in urged to attend. said Joe
the fellowship hall. Janes, Master of the lodge
The counting of votes resumed
in the Dominican presidential
election and Antonio Guz-
man 's Dominican
Revolutionary Party said it
would fight if President.
Joaquin Balaguer was
night he would hand over his
office if one of his seven op-
ponents in the presidential
electiop Tuesday was
declared the winner by the
Central Electoral Board.
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) -
'Jordanians are mildly
surprised "that King Hussein,
42, after marriage to two
Arabs and a Briton, has
ebdsen an Ain-e-rkiin -for his
fourth wife. But they are
happy that he won't be alone
any longer.
We didn't even know he
was dating her," said a
newspaper editor who oc-
casionally lunched with the
bride-to-be, Elizabeth Halaby,
the 26-year-old daughter of the






off Highwa 44 East, will hold
worship services at eleven
a.m. on Sunday, May 21.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m.
"To God Be The Glory" will
be the subject of the' sermon
by the pastor, the rtev. T. H.
Sanders, who will also direct




The Calloway County Health
Department will have a ciao
smear clinic on Monday, May
21, at' sixp.m.
All women are encouraged
to take advantage of these
clinics to detect cancer, a
department spokesman said.
Women may call 753-3381 for






Seven cadets have been
commissioned second
lieutenants in the U. S. Army
upon completion of four years
of training in the Reserve
Officers Training Corps









(AP) - Sgt. 1st Class Arthur
C. Eckstein, a paratrooper
assigned to the 101st Airborne
Division -here, was- killed
,Thursday in a free-fall sport
parachute jump in Anniston,
Ala., Army officials said
today.
Eckstein, 37, a native of
Claypool, Ariz., was
rehearsing for an Armed
Forces Day exhibition jump
scheduled for Saturday at the
Anniston Army Depot. said
Capt. James Roland, a Fort
Campbell public affairs of-
ficer.
Roland Said Eckstein was
part of a five-man exhibition
team from the Fort Campbell
Sport Parachute Club that had
gone to Alabama for the event.
The team jumped from an
aircraft at an altitude of about
9,500 feet, Roland said. At
7,000 feet, the five men joined
hands in a star formation and
separated at about 5,000 feet.
' At about 3,500 feet, Roland
said, the men pulled their
ripcords.
Eckstein's main parachute
opened but curled, Roland
said, and the reserve
parachute did not open.
Eckstein, who had more
than 2,300 free falls in 19 years
with the Army, served two
tours of duty in- Vietnam,
Roland said.
Eckstein is survived by his
wife, Leanne, a daughter,
Debbie, and a son, Michael.
They are residents of
Clarksville, Tenn., which is
near Fort Campbell. The
paratrooper had been
stationed at the base since
March 1973, Roland said.
There was no immediate
word on funeral
arrangements, the Army said.
LEGION MEET
American Legion Post No.
73 and Auxiliary will meet
Monday, May 22, at 6:30 p.m.
at the American Legion Hall.
Supper will be served.
Lyle W. Cayce, Princeton;
Kenneth d. Felts, Paducah;
William N. Fritz,
Hopkinsville; Douglas B.
McCann, Murray; Wendell K.
Shelton, Paducah; and
William M. Steely, Fort
Thomas,
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
George T. Blakeley, 1110 Main
Street, Sturgis, Blakeley
received a degree in
criminology at the univer-
sity's 55th ipring Com-
mencement exercise May -13
and is schediiled to report July
3 at Fort Knox, Ky., for duty
with Military Police. On
August 20, he will go to Fort
McClellan, Ala., for the Of-
ficers Basic Course.
Cayce is the son of Mrs.
Nevelyn Cayce of Princettin,
and received a degree An---
political science and history.
An usnassigned distinguished
military graduate, he has
been granted an educational
delay to permit him to enroll
in the law school at the
University of Kentucky. Upon
completion of his law degree
program, he will go on active
d)ity with the rank of captain
in the Judge Advocate
General's Corps.
Married to the former Ann-
Donahue of Paducah, Felts is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
W. Felts, Route 10, Paducah.
Also a distinguished military
graduate, he received a
degree in finance at Murray
State, and has joined the 101st
' Airborne Division -at' Fort
-Campbell, Ky_, in its Finance
Office. On June 25, he will
report to Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Ind., for the Officers
Basic Course.
Fritz, who received a degree
in political science, has
reported to Fort Benning, Ga.,
for the officers basic course in
infantry, on October 5, he is
scheduled to report for duty at
Fort Wainwright, Alaska. He
is the son of William Fritz,  
2710 South Virgina Street, and
Mrs. Mary T. Fritz 105 East 18
Street, both in Hopkinsville.
McCann is the son of Mr.
Market Report
Federal State Market News Service May
19.1re
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes S Buying Stations
BerePits • Act. 354 Eat. 705 Barrows &
Gdts steady 25f lower Sows steady MOO
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
few$49.75
US 1-3 200.2401
US 2-4 240-360 1
0&34200.200 1
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US 1-2 270-350 1
some 043.00
US 1.3300460















and Mrs. Robert P. McCann,
Route 1, Kirksey, . and is
married to the former Marilyn
McKenzie of Murray. Having
received a ' degree in
criminology, he has reported
at Fort Eustis, Va., for the
officers basic course in the
Transportation Corps. He is
scheduleeto go on active duty
September 11 at Fort Hood
Tea.
Shelton is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy G. Shelton, 2016
Kentucky Ave., Paducah, and
received a degree in
criminology. The outstanding
student at Murray State in law
enforcement during the past
school year and a
distinguished military
graduate, he has reported to
Fort Henning, Ga., for the
infantry officarebasic course
before joining the 101st Air-
borne Division at Fort
Campbell in October. He is
married to the former Janie
Lanham.
Steely, a biology major and
honor graduate, has been
awarded a four-year U. S.
Army Health and Professional
Scholarship to attend medical
school at the University of
Louisville., where he will begin.
study in August,
•••—• ,ctocA.   AMOS 40('
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT. today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murriy, are as follows:
lotlearlal +017
. "-




Ford Motor 49% -%
General Motors 61% -%
General lire 264 +
Goodrich 225. uric
He ubleist 211% +
IBM 264 -4,1




Quaker Oats 25 unc
TaPPon 0% +%
Texaco 24% unc
Wal-Mart • 24% -st




















-The Man Who Fled From
God" will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., at the
10:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
May 21, at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. His scripture will be
from Jonah 1:1-10.
The church choir, 'directed''' 
byMrs. L. D. Cook Jr., with
Mrs Otto Erwin as organist
and Tommy Gaines as pianist,
will sing "Surely Goodness
and Mercy."
At the 6:30 p.m. services on
Sunday the Rev. Dr. Mullins
will speak on the subject,
-The Word Became Flesh"
with scripturs from John 1:14.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. and the Administrative
Board will meet at 4:30 p.m.
Mr and Mrs. Wayne Jones
wm- strge of the nur-.
• reminder for app,9intments. And 11 has a seRarate alarm
Seri' on • - ; filat 6an set to agljraffire cfelririifTai
firm' Selo it • '-fly _
...44 1464 Star Lodge No.. 51 .
Free and Rccepted Masons
Announcing Murrays Newest
SEIKO Dealer
THE SEIKO LC DIGITAL QUARTZ
MULTI-MODE 'ALARM WATCH.
Now you can have the convenience of a 12-hour alarm—
and that special Seiko Quartz accuracy and elegance.
No. FP006M —6250.00.
LC Digital Quartz Alarm
features continuous
readout in hours, minutes,
seconds and day of week.
At the push of a button
month, day and date
appear Alarm rings daily
at a designated AM or PM
time Yellow top/stain•
less steal back, gilt dial
frame Also available in
stainless 5195 00
No. FP007M —0195.00.
LC Digital Quartz Alarm
features continuous
readout in hours, minutes
seconds and day of week
At the push of a button.
month, day and date
appear Alarm rings at •
designated AM or PM
time Stainless steel,
midnight blue dial frame
Also available In yellow-
52 50 00
Here's a Seiko Quartz watch that gives you the Convenience of
a 12-hour alarm, digital readout, the famous Seiko accuracy-and
elegance,rtoo! It's invaluable to the busy man for waking and as a
Furches Jewiety
113 S. 4th, Murray — 753-2835
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